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-- At the Butts Grocery store on 
Volume Nineteen .East State Line, besides the 
HE NEWStrs: 
— The Farm and Home Paper `he Ken-Tenn Territory\.
cheery welcome customers al- BAPTIST CHOIRS TOways get, there's an extra bit of
cheer there this holiday season
. a huge (five foot) cape jas-
mine plant, which Aaron and
Ruth have had for more than
twelve years. The plant, accord-
ing to our limited knowledge, is
as delicate a bit of horiculture as
the azalea, and of course needs
extra special attention and its
getting it, what's more. Ruth
goes down to water it a couple of
times a week and all of the cus-
tomers and employees of the gro-
cery are watching the 20 buds
with the gravest concern. •
Some of the admirers think
that it will bloom about January,
but Ruth thinks that it will be
February before the first frag-
rant, delicate bloom will visit
with-the folks at Butts.
In our yard in Mississippi, 200
miles further south than Fulton;
we had several of the lovely
plants. They were nurtured with
the greatest of care and in the
earliest days of Spring our home
and yard was completely satur-
PRESENT CANTATA
The Adult Choir and Girls
Chorus of the First Baptist
Church will present a Christmas
Cantata, "Chimes of the Holy
Night," by Fred B. Holton Sun-
day afternoon, December 17 at
5 o'clock under the direction of
Miss Montelle Adams with Mrs.
J. U. McKendree, organist, and
Miss Ann Bowen pianist.
The public is cordially invited
to attend.
The .program. is as follows:
"Christmas Bells are Ringing"—
Choirs; "How Beautiful Upon the
Mountain," Mrs. Walter Voelpel
and Choir; "But Thou, Bethle-
hem," Woman's Chorus, Hazel
Bondurant, soloist; • "Earth's I
Weary Waiting Done"--Girls;
Chorus;,_"In the Watches of the '
Night" Peggy Adams;
"Good Tidings" Edward Pugh;
"Glory to God in the Highest"—
Choir; "Lets Go Even Unto Beth-
lehem"—C. J. Bailey and choir;
"Jesus Our' Lord"—Susan Adams; •
"Break Forth unto Joy"—Choir.ated with the sweet odor they "Star in the Eastern Sky"—Mrs.emitted. Charles Gregory and Choir; "The
Lord is Born Today" — final
We'll mosy around to the chorus—choirs; benediction.
grocery store when this mad Training Union will be held
holiday rush is over and visit immediately following the Christ-
with the cape jasmine plant,' mas Cantata.
which in more urban areas is I
called the gardenia. 
I RATS DIE. DRIVE
Speaking of flowers reminds
us of a conversation we had the
other day with Mrs. Jess Fields.
We asked about her large family
Of African violets and she lold
us that the family was getting
smaller . . . . many of her chil-
lun (the violets) Were leav-
ing her home to be welcome
guests in other homes as Christ-
mas gifts. However, she quickly
added, many of the children are
growing and soon the family will
be very large again . . . . Mrs.
Fields is getting to be a breeder
of violets and as we predicted not
too long ago, the Fields variety'
will be on the market.
And children . . . the mere!
word .. .. reminds us of the two
we have at .home. We were con-
vinced this week that the da-dad-
da-glub-blub, the speak has a
meaning . .. not so much to us,1
but to other youngsters. For in-
stance the other night we put R.
Paul to bed in the room withl
his little sister. Having sneaked
tip to see if everything was all
right, we stood at the door to lis-
ten. Pretty soon, Mary Jo, not
quite 11 months) awakened and
we heard her say . "a-ba-jaba-
jaba-ma-ma." To which R. Paul
replied:
"She's downstairs, working in
the den, and I'm gonna get in her
bed when she comes up." See!
Billy Homra, son of Willie and
Allene Homra at the Leader
Store has caused some real com-
motion among the small fry visit-
ing around his store. Billy, be-
sides decorating the store to the
nth degree inside, has rigged up
an electric train in the window,
that can be started into motion
by-touching the "magic ball" on
thihow-window outside of the
store. If you don't think the
kiddies have a fit at their im-
portance at starting that train
from the outside of the store, just
take them by and see. We know
This week the News is putting
out a 20-page paper, the largest
paper put out in Fulton since the
News' Spring fashion edition. In
a shop the size of ours this is a
tremendous undertaking and
could hardly be realized without
the production efficiency that
exists in our composing room.
Eph Dawes, Gordon Baird, Willis
Hicks. Joe Weaks, and Jimmy
Etheridge, (who worked extra)
did a wonderful job in coordinat-
ing their efforts and producing
the paper that reaches you today.
The men in the back will be
mighty glad when the Christmas
work is over, but for all the back-,
breaking toil we know they are
proud of their handiwork and so
are we.
CLEVELAND PARKER ILL
The many friends of Cleveland
Parker, retired insurance man
will regret to know that he con-
tinues critically ill at the Haws
Hospital. Mr. Parker was admit-
ted to the hospital about ten days
ago. His family is at his bedside.
The News joins his many friends
in wishing for him a speedy re-
covery.
"A BIG SUCCESS,.
The rat-poisoning program was
concluded this week, with "ex-
cellent results", announced L. C.
Whitehead, representative of the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife service
who conducted the campaign
with the assistance of Sanitarian
Harry Barry. Mr. Whitehead ad-
vised the News yesterday that,
although it was necessary to re-
bait most downtown alleys be-
cause of heavy acceptance it is
felt that the poison has gotten to
most all of the rat population in
the city.
Mr. Whitehead stated that the
city this year was in a "lot better
Aerie" due to the, cleaning out of




Orchardists are advised that
now is an excel'ent time to dis-
pose of the constant problem of
pine Mice, stated L. C. Whitehead,
representative of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife service, who stopped
in the News office Thursday fol-
lowing the conclusion of the rat-
baiting campaign in Fulton this
week.
"The hard freeze of the past
two weeks has ruined all the
windfalls and killed the weed,"
Mr. Whitehead stated, and he
pointed out that the mice, hav-
ing nothing left to eat, no whave
to eat on the roots of the trees. -
Baiting can be easily and ef-
fectively done, stated Mr. White-
head, simply by dropping either
poisoned grain or zincphosphide-
treated apples into the burrows,
or by placing poison in runways
that mice tunnel under. 18 inch
square covers made from 3 ply
wrapping paper placed under
trees.
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Dee,
Centennial Of Episcopal Church To Be Celebra. 11/4 With
Bishop Clingman, Visiting Clergy Assisting Wit. v4.9
20 PAGES
Postoffice Stays Open
Late This Saturday Only
Postmaster Jack Carter advised
today that all windows in the
local postoffice will be open Sat-
urday afternoon, December 16
until 6 o'clock to accomodate pat-
rons.
Mr. Carter stated, however,
that the postoffice would not stay
open on Saturday, December 13





18, downtown stores will open
evenings to accomodate shoppers
during, the Christmas rush.
StocirS in the stores are being re-
plenished daily and hundreds of
selections are on the over-flow-
ing counters.
The retail Merchants ASSOCia-
tion announced, though its presi-
dent, Russell Johnson that all
stores will remain closed on
Christmas day, but will re-open





Members of the 1950 Fulton
High School football team, school
officials and coaches were guests
of the Fulton Rotary Club last
Tuesday at the annual football
banquet, held at Smith's Cafe.
A. F. Bridges, executive seer-
tary of the Tennessee High
School Athletic association was
the featured speaker of the even-
ing, and he delivered a splendid
address.
Coach Bill Hogg introduced
each member of the team, and
presented a gold football, em-
blematic of All-WKC honors to
Dan Collins. Hogg also presented
Courier-Journal certif:cates of
"honorable mention for all-
State team" to Bobby Clifton,
Billy Browning, Dan Collins and
Dee Louis Polsgrove.
Rotarian Clyde Hill, Jr., chair-
man of the committee on ar-
rangements, served as 'toast-
master for the evening.
Guests included: Dan Collins,
Willard Rice, Glen Ray Powell,
Joe Pigue, James Butts, Ralph
Puckett, Dee Louis Polsgrove,
George Wolfe, Bobby Sam Cope-Pictured above is the beautiful altar of the Trinity Episcopal Church in Fulton, which next Wed- SANTA CLAUS TO land, Bobby Clifton, Jerrell Un-derwood, Charles Sawyer, Alecnesday will be the scene of impressive ceremonies marking the centennial celebration of theEpiscopal Church,
By Curtin Reed
On Wednesday evening, Dec-
ember 20th, at 1:30, Trinity Epis-
copal church, Fulton, will cele-
brate the centennial of the earli-
est foundation of the Episcopal
church in Fulton. The very Right
Rev. Charles Clingman of Louis-
ville, Bishop of the Diocese
of Kentucky, will preach the
commemoration sermon and will
be assisted in the service by the
Rev. Hughes Gal Yen of Grace
church, Paducah, visiting clergy
of Hopkinsville, Bowling Green,
and other cities, the Rev. W. C.
Taylor of Martin, and Mr. J. C.
Williams, Paducah, Lay Reader.
Music will be by the organist and
choir of Grace church, Paducah.
According to the Diocesan Rec-
ord of Kentucky the earliest
foundations of an Episcopal chur-
ch in whet is now Fulton, or in
its vicinity, was laid by the Rev.
Nathan:el Newlen Cowgill, pio-
neer clergyman of western Ken-
tucky.
The Rev. Cowgill, by birth a
Pennsylvanian, was ordained a
priest in Trinity church, Dan-
worth Smith, the first Bishop of
Kentucky. In 1842 Rev. Cowgill
went to Hickman in Fulton coun-
ty and organized St. Paul's Church
in that city and became its first
Rector. From that time on he
alternated services of that church
with those of Columbus, Padu-
cah, and Hopkinsville, which
churches he also founded. In ad-
dition to these he founded and
served preaching stations.
In 1950, according to the Dio-
cesan Record of Kentucky, the
ftev. Cowgill came to the vicinity
of what is now Fulton and, as
was said of him, "gathered to-
gether some communicants and
baptized some children," and est-
ablished a preaching station.
Whether this was for one family
or two is not known. One family
in want of the - ministrations of
the church would have sufficed
for that "Apostle of western Ken-
tucky" as he was called.
A large man physically, Mr.
Cowgill, in a buggy especially
built for him, or on horseback,
travelled indefatigably the poor
roads and trails of those years. AVile, Kentucky, May 16, 1841, by granddaughter, Mrs. Ward Lutenthe Right Rev. Benjamin Bus- of lIckman, remembers hearing One of the most beloved men-
 to serve Trinity Church was the
Rev. Alexander Miller. WhileSTATE CLERKS POST; tllrya smturdemntilalterthseercvheudrchTr=
Church during the summers as
(Continued on Page Six)
ATTEBERY NAMED TO
JOHN YOUNG BROWN
At the meeting of the Circuit
Clerks Association held in Louis-
ville last week, Justin Attebery,
Fulton Circuit Clerk was elected
state secretary-treasurer of the
group. For many years Mr. Atte-
bery has held the position of ser-
geant-of-arms.
The popular county official re-
ported that conversation about
next year's gubernatorial election
was flying fast and that John
Young Brown, well-known in
political circles over the State
advised that he would definitely
be a candidate for the governor's
job on next year's Democratic
ticket. At this writing that makes
two announced and a group of
IN GOVERNOR'S RACE
others threatening same. Ben
Kilgore, who managed Harry Lee
Waterfield's campaign in the 1947
August primaries has definitely
stated that he will run, as has Joe
Bates, eighth District Congress-
man. Other quarters unheard
from officially, yet rumored to
be considering the post are Harry
Lee Waterfield, Clinton publish-
er, Lawrence Wetherby, the en-
cumbent and Doc Beauchamp,
rural road commissioner and a
powerful political figure.
Other county officials who at-
tended the convention are Kath-
ryn Kelly, county court clerk,
Sheriff Turney Davie and Judge
Homrr Roberts.
• * * S * * * •
her mother, Mrs. Anna Cowgill
Anderson, speak of coming as a
young girl with her father to a
preaching station in Fulton. In
1873, when the then Anna Cow-
gill married Dr. John Tomlinson
Anderson and moved to Fulton to
make her home, it was in her
room of the house where she and
her husband were boarding, that
the first Episcopal church school,
or Sunday school, was establish-
VISIT HERE AGAIN
This Saturday, December - 16,
and again next Saturday, Decem-
ber 23, ole Santa Claus in person
will again visit in the down-town
stores to get last minute requests
from the kiddies.
Arriving in Fulton last week
by special train, through the
courtesy of the Illinois Central
Railroad, the streets were throng-
ed with people to add their wel-
come to the jolly old gent ofed. In subsequent years church Christmastime.
services were held in a seminary Pan to bring the youngsters
to town again Saturday and the
following Saturday so they can
tell Santa Claus in person, what
they want to fill their stockings.
building located on what is now
the site of Smith's cafe, and also,
for a time, in the Methodist
Church.
By 1E80, the nucleus of comuni-
cants having grown, Trinity
church Mission, Fulton, was
established, and the first church
building erected on what is now
the Postoffice property. There
was, so far as is known, no Priest-
in-charge until 1898 when the
Rev. C. L. Price became Rector
and served until 1903 at which
time he moved to Hickman to




New York, Dec. 13—Additional
compensation totaling $2,50,000
will be distributed among em-
ployees of The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Company Saturday,
it was announced here today by
John A. Hartford, chairman of
the board.
All A & P employees through-
out the country with six months
or more service will participate
in the pre-holiday cash distribu-
tion. Last year the company vo-




'Noffel, Jimmy Sisson, Donald
1Speight, Johnny Thompson,
'Wendell Norman, Billy Brown-ing, Bobby Buckingham, Don
!Mann. Bobby Toon, Jerome Mul-
cahy, .Tolmnie Hicks, Bailey Bin-
ford, Don Wright, Dawson Hud-
dleston, .lack Voegeli, all mem-
bers of the Bulldogs football
squad, Coaches, Bill Hogg and
Jim Cullivan, Ed Phipps, Mar-
shall Cothran, Uel Killebrew, Hu-
bert Jaco, Supt. W. L. Holland,
W. v. Bentley, Bill Browning and
the guest speaker, A. F. Bridges.
Funeral services for Eirmus
Gore, 49, Illinois Central em-
ployee for 20 years, who died
Tuesday night at the Kenndy VA
Hospital in Memphis, will be held
this afternoon at 2:30 at the
Hornbeak Home with Rev. C. E.
Hawkins, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, off:ciating and
burial in Fairview cemetery.
Mr. Gore was born in Graves
County, Kentucky the son of
Arch Gore and the late Mrs. Gore
but had lived in Fulton since
1907. He married Velma Yandell,
who preceded him in death about
14 years ago.
He was a member of the Meth-
odist Church and began working
for the Illinois Central in 1919
as fireman.
Survivors are: two children,
Mrs. John Dale Handy of Phoe-
bus, Va., and Billy Gore, former
manager of the Orpheum Theatre
and now in the Navy, his Bather,
Arch Gore, two brothers, Obel
Gore of Winchester, Ky., Curtis
Gore of New York City; three
sisters, Mrs. H. IL Buckles of
Chattanooga, Miss Merle Gore of
Chattanooga and Mrs. Ralph
Cantrell of Coco Solo, Fla_
Mrs. Martha Thompson Heard Jingle Bells In June
By Mary Nelle Wright
A gray-haired, lovely lady sat
quietly in her rocking chair be-
fore the open fire. She carefully
rolled and whipped the linen lace
on a pair of palest blue panties
that were to be a Christmas gift
for her little granddaughter, Kar-
en McMahan, in California.
With each nimble action of the
silvery needle, the years rolled
back to her own Christmases.
How different she thought, the
spirit of the Yuletide season to-
day as compared to the personal
effort expended for its celebra-
tion more than half a century
ago.
The lady, Mrs. Martha 'chomp-
son of 406 Pearl Street, Telt no
need for "star consulting" to do
her Christmas shopping, (as has
been advocated by a noted astrol-
oger who says that everyone
should base his Christmas shop-
ping on the birth dates of the
people) because "Aunt Mattie"
as she is affectionately called by
a host of relatives and friends,
knows the kind of gifts her loved
l
ones like—those that she careful-
ly and thoughtfully plans and
which she makes wlth her own
hands.
In the early part of June, when
most folk were concerned with
the flowers that bloom in May,
and the beautiful warm weather
was at hand Mrs. Thompson in-
structed her nurse and devoted
companion, Miss Rachel Hardi-
son, to start collecting colorful
yards of material on her visits to
town. And the results of these
materials, which Rachel selected
with great care, were fifteen gor-
geous hand made aprons (far too
pretty to be exposed to -the haz-
ards of a kitchen) hand-appli-
qued bath mats, crocheted rugs,
string rugs, tea towels and num-
erous works of art. The beauty
of this handiwork could only be
reflected by the loving hands of
a mother for her loved ones. She
did her Christmas shopping with
;her hands.
In a long visit with Mrs.
Trompson one evening last week
she talked of Christmas now—as
compared with the Christmases
of her youth and it made us pause
to think that somehow we are
missing someth:ng. Sometimes it
seems that Christmas has become
a time of such frantic buying ac-
tivity that we are tired and ac-
tually ill when it is over. Per-
haps we are losing that period of
peace and contentment. We seem
to have transformed it into some-
thing so hectic that our minds
keep urging us to rush along to
get through the holidays. Some
are actually glad when Christmas
is over and can sit back and re-
lax for another year.
But this hectic period doesn't
exist in the Thompson household
today—nor did it exist in the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Browder when they lived
out on the West State Line. That
was before the days of the walk-
ing, talking and sleeping doll. It
was in those days when Christ-
mas was more of a time when
giving and receiving was likened
to the proverb, "It is better to
give than to receive." Many of
the ladies of today, who were
girls in Mrs. Thompson's day can
well remember the busy hours
they spent sewing clothes for a
china doll with a sawdust body
that could neither walk nor talk.
On a cold, snowy day the child-
ren would bundle up in their
heaviest coats and put on their
overshoes and drag a home made
sled to the back of the farm
where the prettiest cedar trees
grew. After much conversation
about the size, shape, etc.. they
would finally agree upon a tree
for Christmas. How different
their selection of a tree in those
days to the way most of us se-
lect ours, today, when we walk
into a store and see trees that
have been shipped in by truck
or rail and for extra compensa-
tion the tree already may be
mounted—and some even decor-
ated.
The spirit of Santa Claus dwell-
ed in their hearts more strongly
then, perhaps, than it does in the
hearts of our children today who
see all the glitter of a Jolly St.
Nick dressed in his red and white
splendor. But the Browder child-
ren had the thrill of a lifetime
when, on Christmas Eve, their
father would throw a sheet over
his head and run around the
house to knock on the window
of the room where the family
, stayed. When the children saw
this apparition they knew that
Old Santa had already come and
it was time for them all to go to
bed if they wanted to get lots of
gifts.
On Christmas morning Mrs.
Thompson and her twin sister,
the late Mrs. Sallie Smith and
her other sisters would get up
and rush into a room warmed by
a big fire and find the china dolls,
which they had dreamed of for
so many months. There, too,
would be new shoes for each of
the children and new dresses,
which had been carefully made
at home. Her brother, Mr. Joe
Browder and the other boys In
the family were happy with their
(Continued on Page Six)
MRS. BURNETTE TO
PRESENT STUDENTS
A Christmas piano recital by
pupils of Mrs. Beulah S. Burnette
willt be held in the Fulton Wo-
man's Club Monday evening,
December 18 at 8 P. M. Parents
and frierds are cordially invited.
The program will be as follows:
Patricia Legg, "Jingle Bells"—
Piepont; duet, Judy Green & Mrs.
Burnette, "A Melody"—Low; Di-
ane Trines, "Lightning Ranger"
--Schaum; Judy Amberg, "But-
terfly Chase"—Smith; Rita Kra-
mer, "Silent Night" — Gruber;
Judy Amberg, "The Train"—
Schaum; Diane 'Prince, "Pretty
Polly" — Schaum; Ruth Louise
Butts, "Cradle Song" — Way-
bright: Marilyn Butler and E-
laine Butler, duet, "Jolly Old St.
Nicholas"—arr. Richter.
Joan Covington, cello—Matt-
ingly; Rita Kramer, "Chasing
Butterflies" — McConnell; Ruth
Louise Butts, "Birdie's Petite
Nocturne"—Day; Elaine Butler,
"Dream Bubbles" — Tibbitts;
Kathryn Smith, "Dolores"—Wal-
terdel; Joan McClanahan, "Etude
Melodique"—Rogers.
Duet, Patricia Legg and Susan
McDaniel, "Little Tango"—Ket-
terer; Mary Ann Hill, "On a Blue
Lagoon"—Eckstein; Patricia Legg,
"Pomp and Pageantry"—Cobb;
Susan McDaniel, "Old Chalet"—
King
Duet, Mary Ann Hal and Paula
DeMyer, "Beautiful Dreamer"—
Stephen Fbater; Marilyn Butler,
"Sweet Bye and Bye" — Stier;
Polls Bennett, "The Organist":
Paula DeMyer, 'Au Matin"--
Godard; Jean Crocker Prince,
"Manhattan Mt ditation" —
Schaum.
Cecil Barnette Heads
Farm HOTIBO At U. K.
Cecil Burnette, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde N. Burnette, and a
University of Kentucky student,
has been elected president of the
newly established Farm House
agricnitnral organization at the
UM varsity.
The U. IC chapter is one of the
ten such located at various land
grant colleges throughout the na-
tion. It now ranks among the
three top collegiate agricultural
organizations in the country.
Bunwtte, a graduate of Fulton
High School, is a member of Al-
pha Zeta agricultural fraternity,
Black and Bridle animal husban-
dry group, and the 4-H Club.
11101111E3EAKEIt8 TO MEET
The Inelary Homemakers Club
will hove their Christmas meet-
ing Thesday„ Deeeniber 19 a&
Breezycrest, home of Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins, with Mrs. Harold Cope-
land co-bortent
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Nation Favors
AMA's Program
Results are in on the American Medical
Association's October advertising campaign.
The record shows that America's newspapers
responded in overwhelming numbers.
Figures revealed by Dr. Elmer L. Hender-
son of Louisville, Ky., AMA president, and on
Thursday by Leone Baxter, general manager
of the association's national education cam-
paign, included these facts:
—65,246 individual advertisers—the ma-
jarity from smaller towns—participated by
using dealer ad-helps.
—These advertisers purchased 1,186,591
inches of advertising.
—The participants expended an estimated
$2,019,849.
—The amount spent by the public nearly
doubled that which the AMA paid to place its
unprecedented across-the-board campaign in
every weekly and daily newspaper in the na-
tion.
"This support did not come from 'big
business' and 'reactionary interests,'" Miss
Baxter declared. "It came, with real grass
roots strength, from tens of thousands of small
advertisers along the Main Streets of America
—from drug stores, groceries, dairies, hard-
ware stores, insurance agents, banks, movies,
utilities, churches, medical care plans, dry
goods stores, hospitals, clinics, restaurants,
laundries and plumbers:"
A break-down of individuals buying space
showed 10,621 retail drug stores topping the
list. The bloc of 6,936 physicians, dentists and
nurses was second and a unit of 4,755 insur-
ance agents and brokers ran third.
As a result of the campaign, Dr. Hender-
son declared, "all the nation knows that
American medicine does not stand alone" in
its fight against compusory health insurance.
He observed that "the advertising cam-
paign marked the first time in the history of
the United States that a profession, business
or industry, under government attack, has
been successful in rallying nationwide adver-
tising support from thousands of unrelated
groups, companies and individuals."
Speaking to the medical men attending
the joint session of the AMA house of dele-
Tates and the third annual conference of the
national education campaign, he warned
against any "relaxing."
"We still have much work to do before all
the basic issues confronting us are finally re-
solved," he said. "To relax now, under the de-
lusion that we already have achieved complete
victory, would be to invite a renewed attack
by the socializers at a later date. We cannot
afford to relax either our vigilance or our ef-
fort."
Miss Baxter also had advice for the doc-
tors.
This campaign "has given those who
would harness the profession under socialized
medicine, an object lesson in our representa-
tive form of government," she declared. "It
has impelled an important segment of the
country to declare publicly its confidence in
the medical profession and in medicine's
ability to meet the medical needs and solve the
medical problems of the people."
Civilian Defense
Is Needed Now
Civil defense? Yes, that means air raid,
shelters. Actually it means a great deal more;
but probably community underground shelt-
ers against atomic or other bombing typify
for most people the program and the need for
it as a matter of sober preparedness.
To be genuinely effective, civil defense or
home-front defense must include many
phases, such as fire, engineering, transporta-
tion, warning, and rescue services, supplies
for volunteer workers, medical units, and
evacuees. The plan presented to Congress by
the National Security Resources Board esti-
mates these preparations will cost $3,100,000,-
000 over the next three years. These costs
would be divided among federal, state, and lo-
cal governments, with the national treasury
bearing sligthly over half.
The program is a needed one and has
been formulated one too soon. .Some cities
have been ready to go ahead even faster. The
responsibility is a national one. But the ef-
fectiveness of .the plans will depend largely
on local interest, vigilance, and foresighted-
ness.
All who participate will hope, of course,
that disaster never strikes. The readiness to
meet grim conditions gives one a certain sense
of mastery over them.
That's why we would like to see a Civil
Defense Chief appointed at once. Other com-
munities in the Nation have their organiza-
tions in readiness and we would like to see
Fulton listed among them.
Christmas Time
For Traditions
Christmas, more than any other of the
holy days of the Christian World, has built
up traditions which make it the special day
that it is. Basically such traditions are all re-
ligious, but over the years many others have
• come to be added, all adding their share to
the warmth of the day.
The 'Yule log, plum pudding, mistletoe,
Christrna-S-frees, Christmas stockings on the
fireplace, carolling, and the family gatherings,
have grown to be a part of Christmas through
the generations. But new things are constant-
ly added, some of them rapidly making them-
selves a part of our lovely Christmas tradi-
tion.
Among the newer traditions is that of
listening to Christmas carols, and the Christ-
mas story, as broadcast by "The Greatest
Story Ever Told," which has brought unto it-
self a vast audience that is impressed with the
simplicity and sincerity of a program that go-
es right to the heart.
Without the appeal of any great acting
names, without any special "tricks" of any
sort, "The Greatest Story Ever Told" presents
its annual broadcast of the Nativity with a
heartwarming sincerity. It is especially effec-
tive because there is no drum-beating con-
nected with it; everyone on the program, from
director to smallest bit actor, remains anony-
mous. Even the sponsor, uses no commercial
on the program, at Christmas or at any other
time during the year.
This is truly radio's outstanding example
of public service, an extension of the brotherly
Christmas spirit all year 'round. If you want
to know why it is becoming an American tra-
dition, tune in to it on Christmas Sunday, or
any Sunday in the year.
Korea Is Rather
Tough Question
Every day news carries more or less com-
ment on the activities of the United Nations.
The World is getting rather skeptical about
this organization and the belief is that Russia
is using that organization to help along the
Chinese Communists in their bloody work in
Korea.
In London, Secretary Ernest Bevin ex-
pressed the hope this week that a settlement
will be reached on "political lines" that will
end .the threat of a third World War. Mr.
Sevin told the House of Commons the story
of the recent surge of Red Chinese forces into
Korea. He said that after being in touch with
the United States Government a very few
days ago that there is still hope of a "political
settlement" that can end the war.
United States Secretary of State Acheson
made a better impression in his latest speech
and expressed the belief that Truman and his
advisers will be able to meet the threat . of
another smash-up with the Chinese without
setting off a third World War.
We are hoping for the best. In our opinion
the Korean affair will be settled somehow—
but nobody can figure out what the Russian
Communists will spring on us next. So far
Stalin and his crooks have never played fair
with the United States—and the United Na-
tions.
Forgiveness ought to be like a cancelled
note—torn in two, and burned up, so that it
can never be shown against one.
—Henry Ward Beecher
And be ye kind one to another, tnder-
hearted, forgiving one another, even as God
for Christ's sake hath forgiven you.
—Ephesians
STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFsaftars
"Gentlemen, I'm referring to these curves here!"
From The Files:
46ust9 Bach The each
December 19, 1930:,
The Farmers Bahk, closed for
20 days, reopened for business
Tuesday, December 16, mailing
out $16,000 in Christmas Club
checks to 400 members. Deposits
are flattering and the business is
running smoothly.
The City of Fulton is giving a
carload of coal to the poor of the
city as a Christmas gift, and the
American Legion will provide de-
livery.
H. W. Williams, Supt. of the I.
C's Tennessee Division, presented
lifetime passes this week to the
following: J. W. Shepherd, Gen-
eral Foreman; R. E. Hubbard,
supervisor of bridges and build-
ing; and G. G. Payne, pensioned
section foreman.
Hazeldean Hendley, popular
young lady here, died following a
brief illness and operation. She
was buried at Good Springs
cemetery last Friday.
•
John Owen, Jr. and Ual Olive,
Fulton youths, have entered suit
against a road contractor follow-
ing an accident with two un-
lighted trucks belonging to the
firm. Owen suffered a fractured
skull and Olive broken nose
in the crash, which occurred on
the Fulton-Paducah highway.
The Fulton ' High basketball
team defeated Jordan- High by 4
points.
On Friday night December 19,
a play "The Eyes of Love" will
be presented at the Salem School.
The characters include Deorus
Austin, Lillian Doran, Sara West-
brook, Minnice Vincent, Gert-
rude Moore, Aline Westbrook,
Wayne Doran, Hayden Rick-
man, Buton Lassiter, and Robert
Rickman.
Jesse Rogers, baker for the
Hornbeak Bakery Company, was
painfully injured in an auto
wreck on State Line this week . .
Mrs. L. E. McCoy, wife of Rev. L.
E. McCoy, was painfully injured
Sunday in an auto wreck at Mc-
Kenzie, Tenn.
December 11, 1925:
The Chamber of Commerce ap-
pointed the following committee
"to see if an arrangement could
be worked out" to obtain a much-
needed County agent to jointly
handle Fulton and Obion coun-
ties: J. C. Brann, Amos Stubble-
field, H. H. Murphey, J. C. Wig-
gins and E. A. Thompson,
Another committee was appoint-
ed to assist Squire McDade in ob-
taining the right-of-way for the
Jeff Davis highway between Ful-
ton and Union City, and another
to assist Squire Hagler in obtain-
ing the right of way for. the same
highway from Fulton to Clinton.
A three-act play, "The Flapper
Grandmother" was presented by
an all home talent cast Monday
and Tuesday at the Orpheum
theatre, to sell-out houses. The
play was directed by Miss Winnie
McLaughlin, assisted by Miss
Ivora Cantrell as accompanist.
Miss Rubye Farmer and Mes-
dames Bertha Reid and Edd Kel-
ly, the three charming daughters
of Mrs. M. L. Farmer, entertained
100 at their Third street home
Saturday afternoon.
Seven little girls met at the
horrfe of Martha }lady on Park
Avenue Saturday and organized a
little club, naming it the Merry
Makers. The group includes
Martha Brady, Sarah Alexander,
Elizabeth Shankle, Sarah Owens,
Euphie Glisson, Carolyn Beadles
and one other (not mentioned in
Shovgaard, the Danish violin
ist, whose 200-year old Stradivar
ius is veined at $13,000 and whose
hands are insured for $50,000 will
appear at the high school audi-
torium December 14 under the
auspices of the Woman's Club
music department.
Vandals broke into the corn-
posmg room of the Paducah
Evening Sun this week and
wrecked six lintoypes by cutting
belts and twisting distributor
bars. Police suspect unsuccessful
applicants for employment.
After January 1st, all I. C. em-
ployees 70 or over will be retired
on pension, according to a new
ruling. Many employees on the




Since the candidates have come
out of the woods thus early, let
us-thus early in the 1951 guber-
natorial campaigning — take a
comprehensive look at them. And,
just so take the easiest way possi-
ble, let's look these fellows over
as they announced their inten-
tion of seeking the Democratic
nomination. We won't have any
republicans this morning, be-
cause, so far, John Sherman
Cooper, hasn't said anything, al-
though it is a well known fact
that he will be willing to seek the
GOP nomination for governor—
provided Kentucky Republicans
in very large numbers urge him
to do so. If and when a GOP cbn-
test develops, we'll take a look at
their timber, too.
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
may never have announced his
own intention of seeking the
governorship, but for a year it
has been accepted fact that he al-
most certainly would be in the
race. The only thing that might
keep him out would be concentra-
tion of state democrats on either
Ben Kilgore or Joe Bates, in
which case, if Wetherby thought
the odds against him too heavy—
he might simply announce that
he never had been a candidate at
all. This is mentioned only as a
possibility—he has done every-
thing, and the state administra-
tion has done everything for him,
but file a formal declaration of
candidacy.
Chink Wetherby — Lawrence
Wetherby is his right name un-
doubtedly did more work as
Lieutenant Governor than any
other second man in any adminis-
tration in Kentucky history.
There was one excellent reason
for this. Before he ever was elect-
ed governor, Earle Clements was
making plans to run for the Sen-
ate. At least, that's the concensus
of political reporters. And it
would not be good for Clements
to administer a business-like
term of office, or most of a term,
and then turn the state over to
untried hands — neither good
business, nor good politics.
So Governor Wetherby has
been learning the ropes of state
government for 3 years before he
actually took over the ship. And
he takes over the office very well
equipped, indeed.
Gov. Wetherby is a graduate of
the University of Louisville, and
played football on one of the best
grid teams the school ever pro-
duced. He was a basketball star,
too, in 1927 and '28. When he was
just 21 years old he completed
law school and passed the state
bax examination.
When he was 25 years old he
became juvenile court at
Sermonefie Of "The Week
And a year later, right-of-way
agent for the state highway de-
partment.
In 1943 he was named Trial
Commissioner of Juvenile Court,
and his sympathetic and some-
times Solomon-wise handling of
juvenile cases brought him wide
recognition and plenty of popul-
arity. The rest of the story is
quite recent history. He beat Bill
May of Frankfort out for the
Lieutenant Governorship nomina-
tion by a nose—a comfortable one
for a close race. And, a couple of
weeks ago, when Clements be-
came junior senator from Ken=
tucky, Wetherby was sworn in as
governor.
(Continued inside Back Page)
elt.41iaot Tecit#tifue
By Joseph Breig
The plain blunt truth is that
soinetimes we Christians are not
very bright. -
Like the chap in the comic pa-
pers, we waste time and energy
in do-less motions.
We fight with broken weapons
and leave thq sword that has won
all wars in its scabbard.
We are always telling one
another, ,for instance, that we
must study the technique of the
Communists.
It is all very well to be as a-
l. rt and zealous for God as the
Communists are for Godlessness.
But when wv talk like that, we
are talking about ourselves —
Lout what we hope to accomplish.
We are "humanly speaking";
and it is high. time we stoppwl
"humanly speaking."
We are not going to accomplish
anything un'il we place ourselves
in the hands of God.
Of course the Communists must
be efficient and strong. They have
no one, to depend on but them-
selves.
They've got no God.
But we have; and God works
His wonders with the weakiest of
instruments.
HE CAN ACHIEVE more
through a child kneeling in
church than the Communists can
with a thousand hustling busting
go-getters.
Technique is all very well, but
it doesn't sonic first. Seek ye first
the Kingdom of God—.
We will never conquer the
world for Christ by human
means
. But Christ will conquer the
world with us, if we co-operate.
And Christian conquests are
made through love. That's the
Christian technique as opposed to
the Communist.
THEY CONQUER by master-
ing; we conquer by serving. They
enOuve: we set free.
They • enforce compliance; we
obtain co-operation.
T. put it in a nutshell, Com-
munists conquer, Christians con-
vert.
The essonce of their program is
self-assertion and hatred; the es-
sence of ours is self-sacrifice and
love.
They want to overcome us; we
want to win them. They offer
what they imagine to be temporal
comfort; we offer what we know
to be unending happiness. They
are fighting against us; but we
are not fighting against them. We
are fighting for them.
THEY ARE CHRIST'S brothers
and ours and we want them back
home. We want them to have
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LOURIE IS NAMED UK APPOINTS
NEW I( DIRECTOR GREEN PASTUREMEN
Donald 13. Laurie of Chicago, I
president of the Quakier Oats
Company, was elected today to
the bpard of directors of the III-
inois Central Railroad.
Mr. Lourie went to work- for i
Quaker Oats following his grad-
uation from Princeton Univeisity
in 1922 and advanced through ad-
vertising and sales to become
vice-president in 1942„ executive
vice-president in 1945, and pres-
ident in 1947.
In addition to being on 1h,c!
Quaker Oats and Illinois Central
boards, Mr. Lourie is director of
Mickelberrv's Food Products
Company, the Giocery Manufact-
urers of America, United States
Gypsum Company, and the Unit;
ed Char:ties of Chicago. He is a
charter trustee of Princeton Uni-
versity and a member of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Execu-
tives Club of Cbicago.
Homemakers Lessons .
Bring House Changes
„Mrs. C. B. Forest of Metcalfe
county, with the help of her hus-
band, made several choges in
their home, following lessons in
her homtmakers club. A closet1
was built under the stairs in the I
front hall, with a drawer under
the lower steps for overshoes.
Walls and ceiling were painted'
grayed-rose to make the hall crops, pizticularly corn.
lighter.
Another closet was built in the
bathroom and a full-length mir-
ror hung. Tile blocks replaced
the worn floor linoleum. Here,
'and in the sunporch adjoining, 
pecially beef cattle. •
the walls were painted soft pink.
Increase in quality of milk sold.'
and white window shades took 
Decrease in sheep numbers, es-




Winners in the '16 districts of
the Kentucky Green -Pastures
Program have been announced
fre elk the College of Agriculture
and Home Ettnomies, University
of Kentucky.
Twenty-six hundred farmers in
118 counties entered the program,
the purpose of which *as to make
Kentucky the center of the Pas-
tille Belt. County winners were
selected and from, tliem the 16
District Master Pasturemen.
District winners are: Cletus
Whitlow and Sons, Graves coun-
ty; G. B. Hayes, Henderson; Ray-
mond Phelps, Caldwell; Paul
Waldrop, Edmonson; James and
Fclward Bickett, Meade; A. R.
Herndon, Boyle; S. L. Hill, Mon-
roe; Knox Upchurch, Clinton; J.
E. and Warren Bennett, Spencer;
Henry Northcutt, Grant; Wallace
Boston, .Woodford; Gerhard
Brothers, Bracken; W. F. Hardin,
Greenup; Rdbie Lear, Jackson;





Area of Kentucky," published by
the Experiment Station of the
University of;Kentucky, says
changes taking place from 1930
to1948 include: .
Decline in)-the acreage of row
Increase in acreage of hay.
Increase in yield of tobacco an
acre—now about 35 percent a-
bove prewar yields.
Increase in cattle numbers, es-
Fora Gift With a Glow--There's Glassware
Modern American machine-made glass table and kitchen ware offers many shapes, sizes, colors
designs to choose from when selecti:3g Christmas gifts. A few of the available table glassware
styles and colors are shown. Juice glasses (shelf, left) are Sun Gold. Plates, cups and saucers (left
and center) are colored opaque glass, known as Sierra ware. Square plate and tumblers (right) are
Forest Green., Stemware (table, left) is Crystal Leaf; sugar and creamer, rimmed with a gold band,
art St. Genevieve pattern. Upright plates in background are Anniversary pattern.- Candlesticks and




Only two weeks remain to sub-
mit entries for two farm-incen-
tive contests sponsored by The
Courier-Journal, The Louisville
Times and WHAS.
Th -e Wallace om conservation
Contest closes at midnight Dec-
ember 31, 1950. It offers $1000 in
three grand prizes and ten district
prizes. Any farmer in Kentucky
or Southern Indiana cooperating -
with a soil conservation district
is eligible except pervious con- w
test winners.
Christmas Gift Shopping prizes and 110 district prizes theOffering $2925 in three grand w5. Soil Conservation Essay CoAest
closes January I, 1951. All high V
.schoal students in Kentucky are V
' eligible. The subject of the essay
N ' is to be "The place of water con- N
trol in my district soil cOnserkra-
tion program."
I Both contests also offer ex-
pense-paid trips to Louisville for i ll,
sml the annual Farm Awards Lunch- It
4 gic! eon in February, 1954. The 'Three ;
11' date winners of the essay corit •-•it c-I and three grand prize winners of 4
ithe Tom Wallace competitionlit
will each receive this trip.
Information on the essay con- V
V

















is easy when you give
Claussner Nylons
To give or to receive, Claussner Nylons
say "Merry Christmas" in a lovely way.
Every pair is a vision of sheerness, yet
more resistant to snags and runs be-
cause they're scientifically knit of
twisted yarn.
• 15 Denier, 51 Gauge
Short, Medium, Long.
Sizes 8 to 11
ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake Street Fulton
se ft SS MISS 719 PIO 7S SS RS Item AS 7.117ta M set ts R
s Rig ItS Its 1,4 7PC
school pricipals, while soil con-
servation district offices End sup-
ervisors have entry blanks for
the Tom Wallace contest.
Terrace For Most
Of Jessamine Farm
Marion Mahln is the first far-.
mer in Jessamine county to ter-
race all fields on his farm need-
ing terracing. In the past fitm
years, he has developed pastures
and built terraces on 210 tides of
his 280-acre farm. The terraces
not only have saved a lot of soil,
but have helped in building bet-
ter pastures, he told Farm Agent
G. C. Routt. In recognition of his
terracing program, Mr. Mahin
was awarded • bronz plaque by
the county soil conservation serv-
ice.
In the past two years, Mr. Ma-
hin has built up his pastures by
seeding a combination of orchard
gres, bluegrass, fescue, Ladino
clover, sweet clover and alfalfa.
Mart Flamer Says
Priming Pays Off
Priming tobacco paid well for
L E. Martin of Hart county, for
he was able to produce the equal
of three, acres on two acres of
land. He told Farm Agent Free
W. Wallace that he primed his
crop three times, harvesting 14,708
pounds. On the opening market
day, this tobacco was sold at an
average price of $54.85 a hund-
redweight, bringing him $930.86.
Mr. Martin estimates that the cut
tobacco from his two acres will
weigh about 5,000 pounds.
Braiding Wool Rugs
Attracts Homemakers
Braiding wool rugs has aroused
the enthusiasm of homemakers in
Carroll county, where 65 rugs
are already under way. Accord-
ing to Miss Katherine Russell,
Starts INSTANTLY to relieve
SORE111ROAT
Caused by Colds
Jest rub on Musterole it's made
especially to promptly relieve coughs,
Bore throat and aching chest muscles
duo to colds. Musterole actually helps
break up local congestion in the up-
per bronchial tract, nose and throat
In 8 strengths.
home agent, this is one of the
most popular projects carried by
the women, and search is on for ,
„discarded wool garments and '
blankets. If necessary, color is
stripped and the Pieces redyed-
to carry out a planned color
scheme.
Dean and Mrs. Shelby Angel are
making 9 by 12-foot sizes. Train-
ing schools for making the rugs
are under the direction of Miss
Vivian Curnutt, specialist in
home furnishings at the College
of Agriculture and Home Econo-
mics, University of Kentucky.
Although the majority of rugs
are of medium size, Mrs. Perry Phone 470 for Job Printing
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DR. HARRELL URGES
TB SEALS PURCHASE
this year. "Without their help
and cooperation," he said "that
, phase of our program, Oubercti-
osis control) would be greatly
Dr. J. F. Harrell, 
hanilicapped."
C°unty The seal sale will continue
Health Officer, urges that every-!through the 25th of this month,
one help in the control of tuber- giving everyone an opportunity
culosis in Fulton County by to buy 
others
Chris tmnfasthsin reneaglsatndhealtno
purchasing Christmas seals this 
em 
mouth. !problem and the necessity for its
' control by using the :mon letters,
Christmas cards and parcels.
December is reserved annually
f th sal Is b the or e- e of sea yNa-
tional Tuberculosis Association. ,
Money obtained in this way is I Develop Heifers
used for urgently needed medical
Before Breedingresearch, tuberculosis case find- 1 -
ing and education of the public i Dairy heifers should be well
about the disease. Ninety-four developed before breeding, says
cents out of eve9r dollar raised
bY the seal sale remains in Ken-
tucky for use in carrying out
state and local programs.
In Kentucky the problem .7 of
tuberculosis is particularly acute.
Last year 1,286 Kentuckians, 6
of them in Fulton county, died of
dairymen at the College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky. Age of
breeding, however, may depend
somewhat on size. Jerseys and
Guernseys, if well developed,
may be bred at 15 or 16 months,
and the larger breeds at 18 to 20
the disease. months. If a heifer is small, dairy-
Dr. ll. M. Kelso, Director of men let her grow, another two
County Health Work of the Ken-
tucky State Department of
Health, stated that he hopes
everyone in Kentucky will sup-
pert the Kentucky Tuberculosis
months before breeding.
Within each breed the larger
cows are more profitable, it was
stated. Heifers should be well de-
veloped and grown out to make
Association's seal sale campaign goad herd replacements.
Ealp woe
For Fine Liquors

















Everything A Man Could Ask For!
. . . and DOES ask for, if you please! Ties, shirts, sweaters, -
pajamas may not seem original—but they're just what he
wants! Your gift is sure to make a hit if you choose from these
nationally-Advertised solid standby at Hall-Wooten!
GIFT HOSE
Nationally - advertised IN-
TERWOVEN, JERKS, and
COOPERS SOX, shorts or
regular lengths, ribbed,
plain, plaid and others.
55c to $1.00 pair
Nationally - Advertised
. Accessories







Cape skins, Pix-tex, Pig







ROW and REGALAIRE in
the season's smart stripes,








White Shirts also stripes
and fancy patterns in
brands you know and can





Wine, Green or Brown. Pull
Rayon matched lining, vent
back, leather buttons.
$16.50 and $17.50


















100 percent all wool V-neck*,
crew-neck, sleeveless, long
sleeve, piAllover and coat
styles.
$4.00 to $9.50
Nunn - Bush and
Portage Shoes
Smart, distinctive, made by
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Letters To Santa Claus
Dear Santa:
I am a big girt five years old
and have leen pretty good this
year. Please bring me a bicycle,
big boy doll, writing desk and
house shoes and don't forget Mar-
tha and Harold. They are looking
for you.
Santa, our chimney will be hot
and we always lock our doors.
Don't tell anyone but we will
leave our front window open for
Dear Santa,
I hope you get any letter this
time before too late. Fm mailing
it to our newspaper in Fulton. I
am eight years old, my roster is
three years old and my baby bro-
ther is seven months old. I have
just gotten over an operation and
back in school. I don't want much
just a Gene Autry gun and hol-
ster set. My sister wants a cook
stove and dishes and some rub-
ber toys for the baby.
Remember my daddy and
mother and all the other boys and





and would like :ots of Lys.
Lon ao Ray. five years. would
like a big wagon with end gates
and a fire truck. Minnie Ray, four
years. wants a fire truck and a
new Susie doll. We want candy,
apples.
Remember other boys and
girls. Please remember Gayla
Mosley.
Dear Santa Claus:
I am five years old and am go-
ing to school at Chestnut Glade
School. I haven't been so good
lately but aim to be a better boy
from now on. So please don't for-
get me. dear Santa.
I want a cow-boy suit, a BB
gun, a hat, a black board and
chalk, some clothes, oranges, ap-
ples and candy.
Don't forget my playmates at
school. dear Santa, also all the
other little boys and girls.






I hope all little boys and girls
get all the toys they want My
Dear Santa: little sister wants doll dishes,
As it is near Xmas its time to pocket book, house shoes, house
write you again this year. We are coat and bum. I want a pocket
little boys four and five years book, house shoes, house coat,
young. coloring set, blouse and set of




CLUB HAS TWO WINNERS
Sally Ailphin and J. D. Law-
CHEST cows ing son,club tin bers ftyor'slnutstredre
Ladino. Alfalfaboth frorn the Napoleon 4-H Club. Pastures ImPrevedte relieve coogbe--ortieg oiesidesThere's a special Childs Ifild au. Cups donated by .The Gallatin In spencer County Equal For Hogs
TURKEY * KING OF THE FEASTS
By Marie Gifford
terole made for kiddies' tender sins.
Musterole not only gives speedy re;ieg 
Tests made by :he Experimen.:
but it breaks up congestion in tapper plenservt Company were given Reporting on the Grten Pas-bronchial tubnk nose and throat- Awe Them at the annual 4-H Achieve- lures program in Spencer county. Station at the University of Ken-rub it on chest. thrust and buck. 
t•Jcky indicate there is little dif-
ment Day program Ninety-seven Nevin L. Goebel. county agent.
ference in the value of alfalfa
Chid's Mid dab members and leaders receiv- says 1,000 acres of pastures and• ed certificates. meadows were treated with p and Ladino clover for fatteranghos-
phate. 25 acres with potash. 500 hogs. W!t€re corn- tar-kage andacres with limestone. 500 acres -•-eral were fed. gains were a-
with complete fertilizer. LOW bctit the s.arr.e. whether hcf.s had
acres with manure. 200 acres 1„vith the z:alrfo al cnefa. o_r7 ...ihc.:A icer. Tera.g7 .
!potash And phosphate and 500 P:gs ate La
relish. tee report stated.acres w.th nitrogen.
*bout 10.000 acres of implroved
Turkey is the nation's number one meat for holiday feasts. Smart
homemakers will select a Table Dressed Quick Frozen Bird to grace
the • table for it conies all ready for the oven—drawn,
cleaned", and wrapped in moisture proof paper with cooking direc-
tions included.
Planned around the kingly bird, hereto a menu which will let you
have as much fun as your guests. In the living room serve cranberry
juice cocktails with cheese straws. The trimmings for the roast turkey
stuffed with a sausage dressing could be parsley rieed potatoes, giblet
gravy, baked tomatoes with corn stuffing. relish, hot rolls, pumpkin
pecan pie, coffee and mints.
Here's our favorite stuffing recipe for the holiday bird.
SAUSAGE STUFFING
1 pound Pork Sausage a cup chopped onion
• 3 quarts toasted bread cubes • tablespoons chopped parsley
1% teaspoons salt La teaspoon poultry seasoning
1 cup chopped celery 1-111 cups hot water
Break sausage into small pieces. brown slowly over low heat until
crisp. Pour sausage and all drippings over bread cubes, salt, celery,
onion, parsley, and seasoning. Mix thoroughly. Add hot water to
moisten. Sufficient stuffing for a 10-16 pound turkey.
Before stuffing, rub xi teaspoon of salt per pound on inside of
neck and body cavity. When bird is stuffed, estimate the weight of
bird by adding 25 percent to the dressed weight so that total cooking
time may be determined. Lay, breast side down, in a shallow baking
pan. in a V-shaped rack. Bake uncovered at 325' F. half the estimated
baking time, then breast up until the cooking is completed. Brush
the skin lightly with unsalted fat such as lard, to prevent blistering.
If desired, cover with a cheesecloth. lightly moistened with fat. tia
prevent drying out. Remove the cloth during the last half of the
roasting period if the bird is not evenly browned. Roan • 1114-16
pound bird 18-21) minutes per pound.
MUSTEROLE




MIRRORS CUT TO ORDER
—Glass in Stock—
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass -- Wall Papers
ill CH1EfLI STItEX1. PHONE 969
a 
eChag in-ts
1 belFwar 1.:,Duella r_
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ev 3' 
dropof oils
Into: e L —esa t heater,from
feel 
acielL_Ifi 
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A V stoma,. • .. . Ma tiC Draftwasochecir
Bennett Electric
217 Main Street 324 Walnut Street
grass and meadow contain Ladino
clover. Goebel said. and 5,000 ac-
res include Ky. 31 fescue, -
The committee in charge of the
Green Pastures program said
500 farms in the county were im-
proved with new aeedings, fertil-
izing. sod testing or reseeding.
N,nety percent of the pastureland
was clipped this year. Six disk
and bog harrows were used to
I clear, work and seed at least 500
1
1 acres.
The Peopies Bank Taylors-
vile purchased the on New
England pastures ar.a co-spor.or-
MRS. ELLA SMOOT
Funeral services for Mrs. Ella
Smoot who died at her home in
Akron. Oho last Tuesday, Dec-
ember 5, were conducted Satur-
day. December 9 at Knob Creek
Church of Christ three miles east
of Dukedom with Bro. 4Iorizo
Williams officiating and burial in
Acree cemetery under the direc-
t:on of Jackson Brothers Funeral
Home of Dukedom.
IL-s. Smoot formerly lived in
Graves County and her many
friends. be sorry to hear of
her ••••1:n
•
ed meetings :n the pasturEs
grant Phone 470 for Job Printing
Surprise TutT Man!
ESSENT
To please a particular man, give him a set of Sportsmat
grooming essentials. Champions in quality and perform-
ance. they compliment your good taste and hisl
torw, I Yak. 2% a.,
SIN. :I 341.0 C10.1
•011ar brosidema.
Lake Street
All members are urgently re-says John E. Couey of the Dairy , quested to be present as this is,Palestine Homemakers to one of the most enjoyable meet-'avision of the College of Agri-culture 
at this time of year
University of Kentucky. 
Meet at Clubhouse Today togs of the Year.
and Home Economics,
should include grain, the amount
;:overned by the quality of the
hay, silage or other roughage, 
Couey pointed out.
"With good-quality roughage,"
he said, "the concentrate mixture
:might consist entirely of home-
:grown grains or contain only 100
'pounds of purchased, high-protein
supplement to 1,000 pounds of
grain, which makes a 12 percent
protein ration.
Production Rules show this year. Walter Goggin, F. King, president announced to-
Jr., .received $63 a hundredweight I day. All members are asked Ito; Feeding Of Cows for the champion calf, and he, bring a gift not exceeding fiftyI Feeding each cow according to Paul Rankin and Clyde Cash got cents to be exchanged among the
i her ability to preiduce helps torn- members.S34 for the champion load.
; bat high milk \costs in winter, ,
"If the quality of roughage is
only fair, the concentrate mix-
ture should contain about 16 per-
cent protein. At this level, :500
pounds of home-grown grains
must be supplemented with 100
to 120 pounds of : high-protein
supplement.
"With poor-quallty roughage.'
concentrate costs are still higher.
It is then essential that the pre-
tein content of the concentrate
ration be near 20 percent. This'requires that 200 pounds of high-
protein supplement be added to




The Boyle county 4-H Calf
Club exhibited and sold 35 calves
at the 1950 State Fat Cattle Show
and Sale in Louisville for an av-
„erage profit of $73.92 each. Coun-
ty Agent John Brown reported.
II 13 years. Boyle 4-H'ers have
fed 602 calves, for which they re-
ceived $146,686.83. after deduct-
ing selling charges. The smallest
profit on a calf was $7.07 in 1941
and the largest. $147.86 in 1947.
The county had the champion
single calf and carload in the I'
:opia club division of the sta*,
The Palestine Homemakers • .
ss Betty Roberson of Nichol-will meet at • the Community 1
Clubhouse on the Middle Road 
, asville, Ky., will arrive in Fulton
i Saturday night to spend holidays
•ell ,: !:', MI- P ..,th 7,1 .,•pi ",1,- Fpli ILlw,-,
PUBLIC SALE
to be held rain or shine
at the L. W. Burcham farm eight miles west of
Union City, one mile off Highway 51 and one mile
west of Pierce Station. Sale beginning at 10 a. m.
We will offer at highest bidder the following
5 Mulch cows to freshen this month
2 sows
13 shoats
1 tractor & equipment, &John Deere 41 model
pair of mules
Between 80 and 100 barrels of yellow corn
Some good 3ap hay
1 International cultivator and other farming
- -tools.
Several sets of harness
1 concrete water trough, large size
1 large wash kettle andother things too numer-
ous to mention
As J have sold my farm this sale is being held
for a division.
BURCHAM & HALE, Owners
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
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One, two or three-lb. boxes; All
prices—all combinations; Factory-
fresh condition!

























...Cashew brittle • Peanut brittle
'..Chocolate-covered mints
•..Hard candies • Cashews, etc in cans
FAMOUS, ADVERTISED LINE OF




EVERY BOX YOU BUY HERE
IS GUARANTEED FRESH
That's because in our
Whitman'e Refrigerated
Candy Department Avery boxof these delicious confections






































Mrs. Randall Burcham enter-
tained the members of the
Thursday night bridge club and
one visitor, Mrs. Jack Carter,
with a lovely party at her home
last Thursday evening.
Prizes were awarded to: Mrs.
Thomas Mahan, high, Mrs. Mor-
gan Omar, second and Miss Andy
DeMyer, low.
A party plate carrying out the
Christmas motif was served to
the following players: Mesdames
Jack Carter, Stanley Jones, Fred








Homra, Vyron Mitchell, Clyde
Hill, J A. Poe, Morgan Omar,
'Clyde Williams, Joe Treas, Thom-
as Mahan and Misses Ann God-




BRIDGE CLUB IMrs. Horton Baird was hostess
For Santa
tr,14_57.7t144.(:).. ;16,2. •
Sat far it either say. .. both
treteteanderie mean the tame Monk.
ILOMMUNOle AUYSOMY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IT
e'ULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1950, Me Cos-Cola Cossted
,A •
/5111/1,06 Mkt1
the sane t*iit f
•s%
You can't match a
Frigidal ii
for Christmas
This year, surprise the whole family with a gift that brings lasting happiness for all ...
a Frigidaire Appliance. Its beauty and usefulness will make you proud of your choice
for years to come. Order yours nowl
(-\  roma
• ,
Stv a/ffeery Cffims'irhA4 a
Adomana 14s4er
New styling new convenience-exclusive Live-
Water Action, Rapidry-Spin and All-Porcetatn
finish make this washer America's finest! New
Select-O-Dial lets you pre-select washing time
fat Gil kinds of fabrics I
MOit
11W1‘,0117:1
Sobe yoar.e Andifil 9
AVe Clam 07frIe9ie ken-(5767,27te
1:ere's a gift that keeps on giving for years!
There's a full-width Super-Freezer Chest -
twin, porcelain Hydrators -oll-c:.,minum










isi a /573v,i6iie.42'ectfi /*Iv,
Carefree, automatic cooking-with America's most
beautiful range! Double ovens bake and broi!
at once. All-Porcelain finish-new, modern styling.
Fast, sure Rodiantube Cooking Units-each unit
heats all over on all positions. One-piece por-







and tied with a
big red ribbon
and bow at no
extra charge I
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street Fulton .
to her bridge club last Thurs-
day evening at the home of her
mother, Mrs. M. L. McDade in
Highlands.
High score prize went to Mrs.
W. M. Blackstone and Mrs.
Homer Wilson won low. Mrs.
Howard Edwards was presented a
lovely gift. She is moving to Chi-
cago in the near future.
Those attending were: Mesdam-
les Russ Anderson, Frank Beadles,
William Blackstone, Howard Ed-
wards, Wilburn Holloway, W. L.
Holland, Maxwell McDade, Horn-




Miss Beverly Blough and Miss
Betty Sue Johnson complimented
Misses Catherine Johnson and
Catherine Martin with a birthday
party last Thursday evening.
The evening was spent inform-
al and late in the evening the
group went out to • enjoy the
snow.
Those attending were: Jean
Crocker Prince, Shirley Bone,
Betty June Thomas, Alma Phil-
lips, Rebecca Alexander, Mar-
garet Ferguson, Sara Ann Boyd,
Betty Gordon Buckingham, Betty
Jean Gordon, Linda Sams, Susan
Adams, Betty Sue Johnson, Bev-
erly Blough, Janet Verhine and
the honorees.
Those sending gifts were:,
Nancy Wilson, Joel Golden, Bar-
bara Rogers and Eddie Matlock.
A party plate was served the





Mrs. Stanley Parham compli-
mented her daughter, Suellyn,
with a lovely party on her third
birthday Friday afternoon at
their home on Eddings Street.
Candy canes and balloons were
given each little guest as favors.
The hostess assisted by Mrs.
Johnny Sharpe and Mrs. Hal Sea-
The Fulton News
Friday, Dec. 15, 1950
wriiht served delicious cake and
ice cream to the following guests:
Lynn Dallas, Letha Exum, Diane
Sharpe, Suzanne Seawright,
Charles Cooper, C. W. Davis and ,
5
som rat ACM ROC RLSIC000C0i illiROCOMMOL011011511/01 180C/0481801/8111
V
Marian Blackstone.
Those sending gifts were:
Nancy Jo Jones, Lee Engel, Tim-
othy Rust aild James Robert Put-
nam.
Suellyn's little friends departed
wishing her "Many Happy Re-
turns."
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Enjoy good, radio re-
ception these cold win-
ter evening of the next
three months. Let our
expert service depart-
ment replace faulty
parts and restore your












We are now issuing some investment in-
stallment stock.
Many people in the past have given this
stock to members of their families for Christ-
mas.
10 SHARES COST $5.00 PER MONTH
5 SHARES COST $2.50 PER MONTH
Safety of your investment is insured by Federal




214 Main Street Phone 37
0111201107111802021187GR:4030307*ANM,ItM2112117417,242112/010211710201111111470)






‘dga77/01,0o9tWai Dollar for 1)ollar
and Feature for Feature you calla beat a Pontiac!




3. lowest-Priced Car with
Hydra-Magic Drive*
4. Most Powerful Pontine
Engines Ever Built
5. Choice of Silver Streak
Engines-Eight or Six
O. Smooth. Flashing Silver
Streak Performance
7. Improved. Smoother Hydra-
Matie Drive*
8. Distinctive NP UII-Wing
Styling
9. Strong. Hugged Bodies by
Fisher
10. !Luxurious New Interior lolor
Harmonies
Deep-Hest Seats with Comfort-
Contoured Cushions
12. Long-Flex Springs for an
Extra Smooth Hide
13. New Sweepstream Fender with
Medallion Highlight
11. Sweepvlew, Extra-1A ide
Curved -Windshield
IS. Wide, Emmy Access Doors
le. Silver Star Instrument Panel
17. Handl-Grip Parking Brake on
Instrument Panel
18. Finger-Tip Starting
19. Twin-fluel. Open-Air A:enfilad-
ing and Heisting System
20 I' Ily Large, Fully Usable
Trunk Space
21. Low Pressure Tires on Extra
Wide Rims
22. Front and Rear" Arm Rests.
2:1. Quality Floor o•erings
21. Unmatched Record (or tong,
Trouble-free Life
25. Built to Last 100.  Allies
otr rtr,r. not.
BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot Sts. Ftd/Olk Ky.
•nen
















Does Carr institute have the
Christmas spirit? YES! Is Carr
Institute thinking about studies?
NO! That's certainly the truth.
Mrs. Alley's first grade has
some very pretty candles, Mrs
Allan's second grade has cute
little Santas and Mrs. Payne s
a second and third grades have,
very appropriate red bells. Mrs.
Buckingham's third grade has]
nice little Christmas trees along ,
the wall. Mrs. Waggoner's fourth
grade has made lovely winter
chalk scenes and in our room,
Mrs. Lowe's fifth grade, we have
the Christmas symbols.
Mrs. Perkins eighth grade was
very sorry to lose Wanda Jowers
and Wanda's sister, Norma Jove-
ers, left the fourth' grade.
The whole school is glad to
have the three Simmons Children.
Fay, Evelyn and Sylvia, bacjc to
school after a weeks illness.



















Phone 265 RECRUITING DRIVE .
The Marine Corps announced
21"1"63""1:21"1"I‘Win1136-20001"0";1- today plans. for the launching of
a special recruiting drive in
Kentucky during the first three
weeks of January, 1951, with the
all-out support of the American
Legion of Kentucky.
The purpose of this drive is the
enlistment of a 75-man "Ken-
tucky Plat on" from the entire
state. Each Legion post will spon-
sor one man from its particular
locality.
Men enlisted in the special
platoon will be assured of serving
together during recruit training
at the Marine Corps' east coast
recruit training base at Parris Is-
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Friday 10:00
Dec. 22 A. M. /I
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Episcopal Church
(Continued from Page One)
Deacon. Mr. Miller was married
to Miss Agnes Reid Binford of
Fulton. He is now, and has been
for many years. Rector of hist-
oric St. Paul's Church, Wilming-
ton North Carolina.
In 1915 Dr. John B. Robinson
was appointed Priest-in-charge
of Trinity. It was during his min-
istry that the church burned and
was through his untiring efforts
that the present building- was
erected, the chancel furnishings
and beautiful altar vessels and
appointments obtained. In 1923
Dr. A. C. Boyd succeeded Dr
Robinson as Priest-in-charge, in
which capacity he served until
his retirement, because of ill
health, in 1927. In 1928 Dr. D. D.
Johnstone became Priest-in-
charge of the Hickman, Fulton
and Columbus churches, making
his home in Hickman. He served
in that capacity until his death. !
Succeeding Priests have been
the Rev. Charles F. Wulf, the '
Rev. Rudolph Locher, and the
Rev. A. C. Bennett. At present
the church is served by Mr. J. C.
Williams, of Paducah, Lay Read-'
er and on-Second Sundays by the
Rev. W. C. Taylor of Tennessee
Junior College, Martin, at which
time there is the celebration of
Holy Communion, Mr. Taylor
celebrant.
The public is cordially invited
to the service next Wednesday,
and also to the reception, which
will be held immediately after-
ward in the parish house.
MARY-NELLE
(Continued from Page One)
new high topped boots. Then
they would all exchange small
homemade gifts among them-
selves.
In Mrs. Thompson's day the
spirit of Christmas was made in
the home. Lack of close communi-
cation with their relatives and
friends, with transportation a
difficulty there was no alterna-
tive but to revolve all the joy and
the enthusiasm around their own
full life in the home and in the
sight of the dancing flames of the
cheery log fire . .. the same wel-
come company that fills "Aunt
Mettle's" life during her busy
winter days sewing and keeping
in touch with her family in far-
1: flung sections of the country.
When the postman delivers the
Lgaily wrapped Christmas pack-
") ! :eth theMZsc;rnTiThl°gmZon'rsloiaToVZI
!until Christmas," hidden there-
in will be all the love and devo-1
1Con from a dear old lady who
heard jingle bells in June. To
Mrs. Thompson', to all of our
!friends who remember whet old
Dobyn led the shay, may we wish
all the joys of another holiday
season and tiav many more of
their Christ
10 Nights Before Christmas
and all through the Store,
we've hundreds of Values to
help Save you more!
SIRLOIN STEAK
U. S. Graded Good or Choice
CHUCK ROAST

















PEACHES No. 2,Can 35'
Del Monte Spiced





































































Fur.- !:‘ aim)! nod
CHEESE
Wisconsin Daisy
2 No. 2, 
Cans








GREEN BEANS No. 303('an 10'
16-0Z. 33'JAR
3-LB. 87'CAN












To Have The Finest
Turkey Available
For Xmas Dinner.
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FOR I N UK SPECIALIST TO
CHRISTMAS!  DISCUSS HOUSING
If it is a New Watch
for a Christmas Gift,
we have some splen-
did values ... Or...
If It's Repairing of a
Watch or Clock, we
will be glad to do
that.
A nice selection of watch chains, expansion
bands, necklaces, earrings, pearls, cuff
links and tie clasps.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
11 The flousing Specialist from the
University of Kentucky, Miss
Ida C. Hagman will devote one
it I day-January 4th to housing pro-
blems of families who are build-
ing or remodeling. '
at She will be in the County for
a leaders meeting on storage on
January 3rd.
If you have housing problems
other than storage and would like
her help please notify the Home
Demonstration Agent, Mrs. W. D.
McLeod, Hickman, Kentucky im-
mediately so that Miss Hagman's
schedule may be made. She can
take only a limited number. In
addition to those she is working
with at present, conferences will
be arranged in the order that the
request that comes into the of-
fice are post marked.
a
Fry's Jewelry I
Fulton Theatre Bldg. Phone 916 I
.1.d3.31131iNCPS76310711/%;7630VW7VICM7SNiNn7SCAMMISTARIINTSVIOJSZ
Mr. and Mrs. Kugh Nall and
children, Craig. Martha and Millv
Ann of Calhoun, Ky., will spend
Christmas with parents, Mr. mid





Visit our new store for your gift problems . . you
.. find that we have assembled a choice lot of splen-
did ideas that are easy answers for every member of
the family!
FOR "HER"
Parker "51" Pen and pencil sets
"Old Spice" sets for ladies
"Evening in Paris" perfume and toilet sets
'1Coty" perfume and toilet sets
Electric alarm clocks
Belle-Camp box candies
Electric heating pads Ladies' wrist watches
We have just added a line of costume jewelry!









Pa i•ker '51" pen and pencil sets
"Old Spice" toiletry sets for men
Ansco and Eastman flash camera outfits
.,A•r
Comb and brush sets Billfolds
Men's wrist watches Personal stationery
CHILDREN'S GIFTS
"Hopalong Cassidy" watches
Belle-Camp candies - Comb and brush sets




Phones 40; and 370 We Deliver
ks:' • IA




















Chop Suey, Meatless, No. 2
Can  35c
Chow Mein Noodles, can 19c
Ballards
Dog Food

































No. 303 can 17c
Butter Kernel
Peas & Carrots
















Mayonnaise,   45c
Sandn. Spread, 16-oz.  35c
Fr. Dressing, 8 oz.   23c
Prune Juice, qt.  33c
Shedd's
Old Style Sauce, B-oz bot. 26c
CUSTOMERS' CORNER
Have you ever said "I'll
just never go back there
again!"?
That's the way a lot of
people react when some.
thing goes wrong in the
store in which they shop.
They don't complain.
They just make up their
minds to shop somewhere
else.
But we don't want that
ever to happen at Asti. /
If for ally reason you
should ever be dissatis•
fied with the food or serv-
ice in your AaP, please do
us and our employees the












Will Ilelp Cut Your
Food !Ps More
Than just a Few
"Week-End 
Specials"?
When you can 
get lots of 
low-priced
items, instead of 
just a handful of 
"spe2
loials," you can 
save many a 
penny;
instead of just a 
few. And at 
A&P,you
'can not only do 





‘Tertised prices are 
guaranteed for a










Dee. 1$ through 
Tuesday, Dee. 19
OCEAN SPRAY
Cranberry Sauce, No. 300 can 15c
A & P FANCY
Pumpkin, No. 2% can 15c
lONA
Tomatoes, 2 No. 2 cans 27c
Iona Peas, 2 No. 303 cans 25c
& P GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL
Corn, No. 2 can 15c
8 O'clock Coffee, 3 lb. bag 2.19
SUNNYFIELD PLAIN
Flour, 25-1b. bag   1.41
Orange Juice, 46-oz. can 29c
A & P FANCY
ApPle Sauce, 2 No. 2 cans  29c
HALVES IN SYRUP
Pears, No. 2% can 29c
RED SOUR PITTED
Cherries, 2 No. 2 cans   35c
CAMPBELLS
Tomato Soup, 10%-oz. can 10c
RAJAH DRY
Cocoanut, 4-oz. bag 15c
ANN PAGE
Pork & Beans, 16-oz. can 11c
PARAMOUNT
Mincemeat, 15-oz. jar 25c
ANN PAGE
Salad Dressing, qt. jar 55c
WARWICK
Chocolate Drops, 1-1b. box 29c
CHOCOLATE COVERED
Cherries, 1-1b. box   49c
WARWICK ASSORTED
Chocolates, 1-1b. box 59c
SULTANA STUFFED
Olives, 4%-oz. jar 29c
RON PAGE
Cherry Preserves, 1-1b. jar  33c
HALF SLICES
Pineapple, No 2% can 29c
BLUE LABEL
Karo Syrup, 24-oz. bottle  20c
Kremmel Desserts, 2 pkgs.  17c
APRICOT NECTAR
Hearts Delight, 46-oz. can 39c
STALEYS
Corn Starch, 1-1b. pkg.  12c
Florida Oranges
Q LB. A 9,
QP BAG
Apples, bushel 2.99; 3 lbs. 25cGOLDEN RIPE
Bananas, lb. 15c
CALIFORNIA EMPEROR
Grapes, 2 lbs.   29c
FLORIDA LARGE SIZE
Tangerines, doz.   45cSWEET
Yams, lb.   25c
Cranberries, 2 lbs.  29c
PASCAL, 24 SIZE
Celery, stalk  29cHONDURAS
Cocoanuts, 2 for  29c
IDAHO
Potatoes, 10-1b. bag  49c
DELMONTE SEEDLESS




RIB END, 7 RIB CUT
Pork Loin, lb. 39c
PURE PORK, BAG OR BULK
Sausage. lb. 39c
ALL GOOD OR DAWN
Sliced Bacon, lb. 53c
FRESH LEAN
Ground Beef, lb.  63c
SUGAR CURED
Smoked Jowls, lb. 29c
CELLO WRAP
Bacon Squares, lb.  39c
I TO 8 LB. AVG.
Smoked Picnics, lb.   ,43c
FULL-DRESSED




med size, lb.   59c
FRESH
Spanish Mackerel, lb.  39c
FRESH FROZEN
Cod Fillets, lb.  35c
FRESH STANDARD
Oysters, pint tin  79c
HAM
57'
PARKERJAN  FRUIT CAKE I
1 '/z-lb. 1.35; 3-1b. 2.65
5-1b. cake 4.25
Angel Food Ring, lg. size 49c
Banana Laver Cake, 8 in., ea. 69c
BROWN 'N SERVE
Rolls, plain, pkg.   16c
WHITE
Marvel Bread, 20-oz. loaf 15c
Breakfast Rolls, Cin, pkg. 29c
DANISH PASTRY
Almond Braid, ea. 39c
I AMERICAN CHEESE FOODCHED-O-BIT Z; 73' 
8-IN. SIZE
Pumpkin Pie. ea. -  39c
SHARP
Cheddar Cheese, 1-1b. 47c
DOMESTIC SLICED
Swiss Cheese, lb.  65c
MILD
Cheddar Cheese, 2 lb. loaf  83c
CHEESE FOOD
Velveeta, 2-1b. loaf  83c
A&P's PRICE POLICY
Storewide low prices on hundreds of
items every day... instead of just a few
"one•day" or "week-end specials."
Advertised prices are guaranteed for one
week, even though market prices go up.
We believe this policy helps our
customers save more money.
With the correct price marked on every
item, plus an itemized cash register slip
...You know what you save at A&P.
THE GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TEA COMPANYEntire Contents Copyrighted, 1950-The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company
The Fulton News
Friday, Dec. 15, 1950
Value throughout:- and easy to own-




• TID BITS OF
KY. FOLKLORE
"MODERN INSTANCES"
The day before this was writ-
ten, a lynx, or bobcat, was killed
in my home county. How many
wild tales that great event start-
ed! Many times I have heard
enough stories about wildcats and
panthers to make me afraid to
move for fear one might eat me
up. I grew up on such yarns, not
exactly •believing them but also
a little fearful that they were
true. Whenever neighbors came




•Itina at the Ceabees.
illeeehlir elder** Star
Thrill Your Little Cowboys and Cowgirls!
Imagine! Turn on this handsome full-size lamp, and
Roy Rogers, the "King of the Cowboys," and his
wonder horse Trigger appear in a thrilling
Western "Movie"! Bed time is happy time with
this animated lamp in your youngster's room.
The lamp is 17" tall, weighted washable plastic base
in rich wood design. Outer parchment shade
(34" circumference) lithographed in brilliant colors
with Rodeo Scenes by famous artist.
No mechanical parts to go out of order-- 
$495Approved by Underwriter's Laboratories.
M` DADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-323 WALNUT STREET FULTON
sure to have at least one good
"painter" story. Though we had
heard all of them time and again,
we wanted to have the exquisift.
thrill of hearing them all over, so
that we could have the creepy
feeling that such yarns always
brought. I could have sworn that
every one of them was true, for,
apparently, every fellow who told
these yarns had his own pet one,
which other adventures alliiwed
him and him only to claim as his
own adventure. And thus I grew
up and went away to teach in a
county sixty miles away. There I
was told, with all the solemnity
of an address by Moses to the
Hebrews, that thus and sic had
happened in that county. And
then I began to doubt. Apparently
panthers and bobcats had a way
of doing the same things in far-
separated places, for the tellers
of the yarns localized them as if
they were genuine history. By
degrees I began to doubt the first
tellers, for I was dead sure that
the second ones were merely
stealing the thunder of my old
neighbors two counties away.
And then a wider acquaintance
with people from farther away
brought many of the same yarns,
each one sworn to as authentic,
the very ones I had thrilled to at
Fidelity in the late nineties or
early twentieth century. Some-
body was wroung.
Now here is my suggestion as
a folklorist of sorts; why not some
modern instanccib' of these great
depredations by varmints? Sure-
ly not all the wild animals have
been killed off, as this recent
bobcat would prove. If great-
grandpap was "skairt" by a
"painter," why not hove grand-
son also a hero in finding and
killing some modern monster?.
In history this same rule might
apply. I have read the same old
yarns about a few pioneers in
Kentucky until I sometimes wish
I could never hear of them again.
Didn't people settle in your coun-
ty, too? Were all the pioneers
crowded into one small area of
the state? I revere the memory
of the pioneers, known and un-
known, but we have toooften as-
sumed that only the very first
corners had any adventures or
did anything creditable toward
clearing the-land for later gener-
ations. Nearly every neighbor-
hood had its distinctive pioneers,
many of whom deserve a few
lines in history books if not a
page or two. But who dared find
out about them or give them a
place beside the threadbare yarns
of the others who happened to
have, in other times and now,
better press agents?






Next time you're looking for the name (location
and telephone number) of "a butc.her, a baker, a candlestick
maker"=tuse the 'YELLOW PAGES:
It's the quick, easy way to find—
• WHATEVER you need whenever you need it:
who buys— seas —rents — repairs
• A certain brand of product or service
• A list of dealers
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Fidelity, most people had closed
minds about the present or the
future. Most people had already
made up their minds as to the
truly great, and in nearly every
instance these were people of
very advanced age or ones who
had already died and become
slightly legendary. In general,
according to these local authori-
ties, there were no living preach-
ers equal to the ones that used
to be; soldiers of later times were
mere parlor soldiers as compared
with Civil War heroes; famous
people generally were poor copies
of the really big boys that made
history a long time ago. This
philosophy was harder to shake
off than the ague; got rid of
malaria long before I saw many
signs of losing this defeatist phil-
osophy. Without any attempt to
belittle any of the people whom
I was taught to revere, I would
like to say that a few later saints
could have been added to the cal-
endar without invalidating it
And there were, right there in
Fidelity, men and women who
deserved to be permanently re-
membered, there and elsewhere,
for as distinctive lives as any of
those which we had had been told
were great. Are there no more
worthy people in the world? Are
our heroes all dead?
ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen
Mrs. Jennie Pully spent this
week visiting friends in th's
community.
Martha Kay Copelen snent Fri-
day with Beverly Ann Elliott.
Lee Snow of Detroit spent a
few days this week visiting his
brothers, Joe and Pat Snow.
Mrs. Ora Elliott spent a few







days this week' with her brother,
Kelly Moore, wlyi is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and Miss Ina Bellew spent Sat-
urday with Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Yates of Pilot-Oak .
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilbur, Fay
and Jean Jackson visited awhile
Saturday afternoon with Mr. and
MreBob Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Elliott
and Beverly visited Mr. and Mrs.
James Veatch and Brenda for
awhile Friday night.
Martha Kay Copelen spent Sat-
urday night and Sunday with M.
and Mrs. Pressie Moore and fam-
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son spent awhile Sunday night





Mrs. C. L. Maddox was hest-
ess to the Thursday afternoon
bridge club and two guests, Mrs.
Frank Brady and Mrs. Virgil
Davis, at her hdrme on Eddings
Street last Thursday.
Mrs. Robert Graham won high
score prize for the afternoon.
Delicious refreshments were
served late in the afternoon.
Members playing were: Mes-
dames Mel Simons, N. T. Morse,







Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
• Gto C'omP4N100
gor giohdag giaing and Sttlerlaining!
When good companionship is the order of the
day bring along Bond & Lillard! Celebrate•
this Christmas with the 93 proof Kentucky fa-







NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY. • 65^,.; GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
"Test Drivelhe 31 FORD with
4311 1 AHEADFEATURES
I That upholsterywill our for years
Yet, "Test Drive' the '51 Ford.
Thrill te its "jet-away" performance.
Feel how cooperatively it handles.
Know the feeling of safety that comes
from sure Centramatic Steering and
Double-Seal King-Size Brakes. Learn
NEW AUTOMATIC RIDE CONTROL
You'll feel a brand-new kind of
riding comfort with this unique three-
way "partnership" of Advanced
"Hydra-Coil" Front Spiels—new
Variable-Rate, Rear Spring Suspon.
sten and now "Viscous Control"
Shock Absorbers. This superior new
ford springing system adjusts to any
rood condition automatically—keeps
the going easy and level always—
with no pitch, no jounce, no roll,
Stop in and check the 43 new "Look
Ahead" features the '51 Ford gives
you. You can pay more but you can't
buy better,
and the instrument
panel is so beautiful
and convenient
Awl"
how the Automatic Mileage Maker
soya& gpS. And remember, you can
have your choice of Ford's famous
100-h.p. V-8 engine, or its companion
in quality, the great 95-h.p. Six. What's
more, Ford offers three advanced
transmissions . . . the Conventional
Drive — the Overdrive'— or Fordo-
matic Drive,' the newest and most
flexible automatic transmission of all.
°When you buy for the future... Buy Ford !"
J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY




Fords new Automatic Ride
Control makes rough roads
easy on us, and easy on
the car


























































































Ralph Huffine, a student at
Murray State college is the nar-
rator for "Golden Flow," a 16-
millimeter sound, color film on
dairying, which was recently
campleted by a group of Graves
county organizations in coopera-
tinn with the Soil Conservation
division of the TVA.
. Charles Satcher, an art student
at Murray State, designed the
titles for the film.
The film, which was made en-
tirely in Graves county, pictures
the growth of a dairy farm from
the one pail stage to the modern,
full-time mechanized dairy farm.
The film illustrates the funda-
meneals of dairying as put into
effect on small farms and stress-
es the importance of cooperation
between producers and other
dairying interests. Special prob-
lems dealt with are pastures,
feeding, breeding and sanitation.
Scenes were made on the
Graves county farms of Malcolm
-Harrison, F. S. Johnson, Raymond
Thompson. J. A. Darnell, Jim Mc- ,
Kelvey, Cloys Wilson and Clet-
us Whitlow. Lonzo Griffith por-
trays the part of the young dairy-
man.
Graves county organizations
who cooperated in the production
of the film incude the Mayfield-
Graves county Chamber of Com-
merce; Truly Pure Dairy; Pet
Milk Co.; Miller Dairy Products
Co.; Graves County Soils Asso-
ciation and the Mayfield Sweet
Feed Mill.
The camera man was Steve
Cassell. Agricultural Relations
division of TVA, Knoxville, Tenn.
Mrs. Rosslyn Wilson, also of the
TVA Agricultural Relations div-
ision of Knoxville, prepared the
script and narration.
The film will he made available
for public Mletings, clubs, schools
and other interested groups.
Uses Wide Tiers
In Tobacco Barn
K I. Knott of the Sorgho neigh-
borhood in Daviess county has
found it a good idea to have tiers
48 inches apart in his tobacco
barn instead of 28 inches. The
former is what he has in the new
24-foot section added to his tobac-
co barn. As a result. less coke was
required to fire his leaf and.
when it was bulked down, there
was no sign of sweating or house-
burn as in the closer-tiered sec-
tion.
Several years ago, Mr. Knott
built a tile-block stripping room,
which doubles as a brooder house
in the spring. He added all the
stripping facilities recommended
by the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. In 1950, he added a
third tobacco press, making one
for each of the three heaviest
grades of tr,har ro.
jetter&/%7
L y Jean Allen
Harley Newton was carried to ed away Sunday at her home ini a St. Louis hospital Wednesday Columbia, Tenn.We hope for him a. speedy re- Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Pucketteuvery. visited Sunday afternoon with; Mr. .and Mrs. Lee Snow of De-
troit spent Sunday with her sis-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Chil-TAFFY 'N APPLES 'dress and boys. Jimmie and Bil-
• J. C. McAlister shopped in Ful-1W. T. and Arthiir Ingrum on the ' The Fulton News mmmmmuvm,smn=mummmnmnnmmmnnnnnmmx3
I ton Friday afternoon, death of their mother, who pass- 
Friday, Dec. 15 1950 °I
1 ;f
i4
his home Saturday after spendingher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred the past week .in Sabula, Iowa.Hopkins of Fulgham. While there he was the guest' Mr. and 815,e. Harold Clark and speaker at the First Methodistdaughter, Ja6ice, visited Saturday Church during the week of Evan-
Could it be that you have never lie. 
night with Mr. and Mrs. James gelism. He reports a very inter-
Made caramel apples on a stick 
Pewitt and son, Dannie Wray. esting trip.





and Mrs. Harold West cm
fy? hen you sewing club Wednesday after- is. Lelia Bard, Murrellrs.owe it to your. !noon. Among those present were: Stephens and children, Charles mself and' your ' 
son, Jerald, spent the weekend
Mrs. Sarah Haskett, Mrs. Betty and Maxine shopped in MayfieldWilliams, Mrs. Rosalee Cope- 
i
friends to have 
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.land, Mrs. Allie Mae Hall, Mrs. 
Saturday.c/ -› an old-fashionod ' - 
Will Rhodes. 0party this fait. Miss Norma Jo Copeland spentl Due to the bad weather and icy °
It doesn't mat- 'Martha Alexander, Mrs. Eura 
0
ter how many Mae Pillow, Mrs. Soncie Pirtlecandles were on your last birth-day cake. •
Caramelized apples that aretart, hard and juicy eat best.Medium sized Jonathan or BarreBeauties are good for this purpose.
and Mrs. Wilma Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pewitt and
son, Danny Wray, visited .Friday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Puckett.




cream of tartar 4(.-
1 cup milk
3 tablespoons butter
Wash and dry apples. Stickwooden skewer well into stemend of each apple. Combine re-maining ingredients in h e airsaucepan and cook over tow heatto hard ball stage (265 F.). Stirmixture constantly during cookingto prevent curdling. Remove frontfire and cool slightly. Dip apples here. We welcome them to ourlittle city.into caramel mixture.
Molasses Taffy .We extend our sympathy to.-




44 cup corn syrup
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore, Lu-ther Gossum and Earl Bard vis-\, ited Sunday afternoon with Mr.and Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Sunday night visitors of Mr.and Mrs. Will Puckett included:Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAl:ster, Mr.and Mrs. Harold Puckett anddaughter, Melanie.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Duke moved'•Monday-from the country to theirrecently purchased house and lot I
Mix ingredients in a large ket-tle. Cook, stirring conseintly, un-til sugar is' dissolved. Cook ra-pidly. lowering heat slightly asmixture thickens. Cook to thecard ball stage (265' F.). Pour3nto oiled platter.
As edges cool, turn towards?enter with spatula. When cooi Imough to handle, pull candy un-til light in color and too hard to ;pull any more. Stretch out intolong rope ,2 inch in diametekInd cut into pieces. Wrap in wa'spaper.




ary met Monday night with Miss
Jerry Hall.
The American Legion Auxili-
VALLEY • I
Funeral services for Hulon
West, who was found dead in his
room in May field, were conduct-
ed Wednesday by Rev. L E.
Moon, Jr., at the Methodist
.'hurch. Burial was in the Water
Valley cemetery.
Miss Odell Puckett and Mrs.
1
LowEsT pRKE EVER!
Most marvelous refrigerator ever!
risseiwas 112:m.r7=1







Lower — For Regular Food Storage
Saturday night' with her uncle roads the school was dismissed,and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Harry for three days. They resumedHunt Gossum and son, Ronald. -I their studies on Monday morning.
(SHOP '13 What Is More Practical Thancr
a Gift of a Pair of Shoes for
. Christmas
FORRESTER'S HAS THE SIZE
AND THE STYLE. .. AT THE PRICEand we guarantee the fit of every pair. If they don't fit, wewill exchange them.
AA to EE Lasts in most stylesWork Shoes, $3.95 to $12.95 Dress Shoes, to $15.00
Forrester's Shoe Shop






Add new cheer to a room in her home with our modern,colorful wallPaper. Surprise HE by having a room done overas a little token of thoughtfulness this Christmas.
See our splendid patterns now; let us help you arrange thismost pleasant gift, that will keep on giving for years.
Special Lots at Close-out Prices.
7
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
20 Church Street Phone 35
ACINCIAL AM11Crit Si SC =AC= %COL OM SICSICSCSMAC Me SICSCSKIFICSICIKACAM





























FULTON HDWE. AND FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street Phone 1
ARev. W. B. Bishop returned to 0
A
Take Your Pick: 





























Never has the selection of whisky types
on the American market been as
complete as it is today. We have all
kinds, at all different prices, to please
both your taste preference and your
pocketbook.
"Largest Stock In West Kentucky"
and
HOT FLUSHES?
Do you miner from hot flushes.
nervous tension, upset emotions
due to functional 'change of life'
(38-52 years)—that period when
fertility ebbs away, when em-
barrassing symptoms of this na-
ture may betray your age?
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pinktuun's Vegetable Compound
to relieve such symptoms. No
other medicine of this type for
women has such along record of
succesa. Taken regularly, Pink-
ham's Compound helps build up
resistance against this annoying
middle-age distress. Truly the
woman's Mend/
Note: Or you may prefer Lydia
E. Pinkham's TABLETS with









(Ed's note: This well-known c
olumnist of the News, will
be found as regularly as space
 permits, and all may write to
her.who desire. She does NOT 
answer letters except through
the columns of this newsp
aper. Address Patricia Latane, c-o
The l'Ce vs. Fulton, Kentucky.)
Dear Patricia, •
I have been cut off at the 
fac-




Dear J. B. J.
Yes, you will go back but not




I have been examined for the !
army and should get my call in
the next few days. I would like.
for you to answer a question for!
me. Will I come !pack?
Dear E. R.
Yes, you will come back -a ./ %Ais-
cr man than when you leave.
You will return but with a differ-
ent outlook ciff life.
Patricia%
Dear Patricia,
I am d girl 20 years aid and
going to have a baby and I be-
lieve my husband is staying away
from home a little too much.
What. can I do?
W. E.
Dear W. E.
Most girls when they are going
to have a child think it is the time
when- everyone should wait on
them and pet then. They fool
their husbands into thinking they






















' • it TWO THRILLING HITS! .Na
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N John Wayne its a wam‘uOili ass ZAHN COMEDY !, A
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some other company that looks Kentucky will have more doe- HEART MONTH 4
4
: N
and feels better. tors practicing in rural ,areas in 4
Patricia Latane the cpming yiiars. IS PROCLAIMEDA i itmeeting n October. of the
Board of Trustees of the Rural 
*
Frank fert. Ky . Dee. 7 — Gov-
Kentucky Medical Scholarship!
Fund approved ten more pros ec- 
I ernor Lawrence Wetherby today 1
tive doctors who may bor ow I proclaimed February, •'' 
1951,
money from the Fund to financel-Ileart Month" in Kentucky. lie V
their medical education. At the clted the numerous deaths c'auseil 1
Mammoth Cave rheet'ng, Dr. C.
C. Howard, chairman, revealed b
y heart diseases and asked ;I
that the Fund has now granted schools, ch
urches. civic and sewn- "
92 loans totaling $63,900 tO 49 tifi•.- 
organizations t,,I contribute
medical students. Several of these 
, 75
to the,suoport of the forces work-
students are now practicing. ing t




I have a chance to get married
but the boy is to leave in the next
30 or 0 days for the army. Do
A you think we should marry?
J. N.
g Dear J. N.
g No, I should say not if he loves
it you and you love him You both
I can wait. I don't know of a bet-
a ter way to prove your love and
to be sure it is the real thing.
GRATE5T MUSICAL. ROMANCE-10 EvER Raw an v..
c E n Dear Patricia,
Many are still interning, and the
majority are still in medical
__ I My husband has left for the school.
A service and a close friend of his Kentucky still has a long way ti
has asked me to go out with him to go to furnish ademiate medical
;,! for dinner. What do you think service to the_rural areas. There ••






Fresh Chevrolet Styling Imparts Lower Lines
The Styleline De Luse four-door sedan is one of lower appea
rance. Radiator grilles have been simpli-
14 models introduced by Chevrolet as its passenger lied, the 
decorative body moulding lowered and
car line for 1951. Notable in this picture are the rear fender 
crowns raised. Models also offer added
design improvements which accentuate a longer, safety.
KIMMWSIMMOCAMUUS4USSIMACUMACAMACNACMMWU
54
Much that they, really do get to MEDICAL BOARD 
cal care-to rural Kentucky are
thinking they'feel bad. They go 
worthy, but the...situation is still 4
around without lipstick, rouge.! 
powder or in a soiled dress and
thats when he gets out and finds OK'S MORE LOANS
are 33 counties which have more ,!
than 3,000 persons per physician.
In total, these counties have 502.- '
172 population and to .serve this
I certainly wouldn't go out I great number of people there are
with him_ for dinner. You are but 272 doctors. !V
leaving your reputation wide In the rural afeas of Knox 4
open for talk. If you want to go !county, for instance, there are.,,
to dinner carry your mother or 23,849 rural people end one doc- V
his mother but don't go alone ' tor living in the rural area of'
with him. If-you don't love your that county. Hart county, which
husband all I can say is you have lies on the main railroad and V
picked a hell of a time to, decide I highway between-Bowling Green V
to s:ep out on him so I say stay", and Louisville, has the staggering
home and keep home fires burn- figure of 13.267 rural people and g
i one rural doctor.A ing until he returns.
Patr.cia
g Dear Patricia,.
g Will I get a watch for Christ- i




down, we have a treat in store for you. it Dear S. P. •
minssonetwatmommulywRimmuntannomminamoustmaylmnimmli You wi

















- SAMSON CARD TABLES
CHILDRENS' BREAKFAST SETS - DESKS
SCOOTERS - TRICYCLES
AT CLOSE OUT PRICES!
Certainly those hundreds of
c:vic-minded Kentuckians who ;
were responsible for establishing ;
the Rural Medical Scholarship
Fund in 1946 should be commend- 0
ed. Their efforts to supply medi-;
dy so stop dreaming so high. Get re
friend's salary. He isn't a banker.
your dreams on a level with your
He is just small fry like the rest
of us.
Patricia Latane
I read your letters every week
and enjoy them very much. I
would like to ask you a few ques-
tions.
Will there be a sale or a disap-
pointment? Do I have an enemy
that pretends to be a friend? Will
my health get better or worse?
Will I go to another state? How
soon? If so, will we sell? How
soon?





B A sale of home. Yes, you have M
..0 an enemy who is one of your 5
E closest friends. Your health will ..1
1 get better. Yes, you will move to W
ri another state but you will not 1





k DO YOU HATE 4 
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6 Let us show you cur beautif
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PHILCO RADIOS LANE CEDAR CHESTS MERSMAN TABLES
SAMSON LUGGAGE VICTORIAN FURNITURE
































The Kentucky Artificial Breed-
ing Association on November 30,
1950 mailed checks to 4,015 mem-
bers. These checks represent the
savings from the operation for
the period of September 1, 1948
to August 1, 1948.
This savings would be called
profit in any private business or
other type of corporation but in
a farm cooperative such as this,
all the savings or profit from the
operation is allocated to the mem-
bers according to their individual
patronage and returned to them I V
as conditions permit. .
The income for operation of the
Kentucky ,iirtificial Breeding
Association is $2 out of every $5
paid by each member to get his
cow bred. The Savings was this
total income minus the cost of
operating the Bull Stud.
was because of his zeal and work
that he rebuilt the state organiza-
tion from 1933 to 1943 from a
hollow shell to a vigorous, in-
fluential, positive force in the
state. In one other job he showed
considerable aptitude, too. Early
in his farm career he built cir-
culation of the Kentucky-Tennes
see edition of the Progressive
Farmer from 7 thousand to 70
thousand. And he accomplished
this miracle in 18 months.
PONTIAC REPORTS INCREASE1
ON TIIEIR AUTOMOBILES
Harry J. Klingler, general man-
ager of Pontiac Motor Division,
today announced price increases
averaging 4.2 percent on the 1951
Pontiac models which go on
sale Monday. The Pontiac in-
crease is in line with the general
price increase announced recent-
ly by General Motors Corpora-
tion.
The Pontiac price increases
range from $20 on the Station
Wagon to $6.0 on the popular
Catalina models and $80 on other
Deliixe models. There has been
no increase in the price of the
Hydra-Matic transmission, op-
tional equipment on all Pontiac
models.
OBERLIN—
Continued from Page Two
Another man with plenty of
public service behind him was
the first to formally announce his
candidacy — Representative Joe
B. Bates of Greenup; who has
served 8 terms in Congress and
looks like a cinch to stay, there
for some time to come if he so
chooses. Why he has decided not.
instead, to run for governor of
Kentucky is a question for the
owls. Or for Solomon — who
seems to be getting into these
comments considerably this
morning — it undoubtedly is be-
cause he has some other, future,
political activity in mind. There
is one condition, though, to Mr. V
Joe Bates' announcement — or V
you might call it a string and a
half. He expressed some concern
about the international situation,
and indicated when he announ-
ced that he might not file if na-
tional affairs threatened to de-
mand too much of his time in
Washington. Tlir half a string
concerns down to earth politics.
He doesn't think it would do
much good for him to run if there
is another very strong anti-Cle-
ments man in the field. And, of
course, there is — Ben Kilgore.
Bates' attitude, and it seems to me
completely sound, is that one
anti-Clements man can defeat
Wetherby or anyone else Cle-
ments might choose to support in
the campaign -- but more than
one anti-Clements man can only
succeed in splitting the vote and
insuring the election of Cle-
ments' choice.
For a staunch, high-principled
Democrat, Joe Bates had an odd
beginning. He was born in a place
known as Republican, Kentucky
and walked or rode a mule to
school. He graduated from East-
ern State Teachers College at F.
Richmond, was a school teacher
The miracle man was born in
North Carolina, where his father
was dean of the North Carolina
Coliege of Agriculture. Ben at-
tended that school, tlien went 3
years to Iowa State. For 6 years
he ran his father's.big farm, then;
in 1928, he came to Louisville
and worked that miracle of cir-
culation for the Progressive Far-
mer. Then depression vonomics
hit the magazine and it moved its
off.ces. Ben wanted to stay • in
•
Louisville—and just then the job Democratic nomination by the Friday, Dec. 15, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 4of executive secretary of the; late J. Lyter Donaldson, who, in 
State Farm B d ; turn d isi 1
It was a challenge, because then I Simeon Willis in one of the fewthe Farm Bureau was no I state-wide Republican upsets ingreat, powerful organization. It I Kentucky history.
was punier than even the -Pro- Ben went back to farm organiz-gressive Farmer's circulation was. ing work, as Executive Secretary
of the Eastern Kentucky Dark
Flue Cured Tobacco Growers
Association, and I hope I got that
long title right, but he cherished
And Ben did the same kind of
job. The idea that Kilgore should
run for Governor was born in
1939, but it didn't tell until 1943,
when he was defeated for the and cherished, a burning desireeif ilifilltiafat et Oa Mafia(V
V
v.
and superintendent for 18 years, I.
then clerk of Greenup County i
for 18 years until he was elected
in 1938 to Congress. And he has
been re-elected since.
In sharp contrasts to these
two men with long political and
public office holding experience
is 49 years old Ben Kilgore. But
he has had experience which
makes him very promising ma-
terial for a State Chief Executive,
indeed. He is the actual father of






on Farm after Farm
it gets BEST RESULTS!
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
SEED COMPANT
Cayce, Ky. Phone I",'
THoMSON PHOSPHATE COMPANY
407 South Detorboto St Chicago •5 III
V
V 212 Church Street
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TABLES
Smart, mahogany - finish
cocktail, end and lamp tables.
Always useful, always wel-
come.
'4.95 up
GIVE A CEDAR CHEST
Nationally advertised ROOS
sweetheart chests, inlad ma-
hogany or walnut finishes,
with or without inside tray.




Plate glass mirrors add a dis-
tinctive decorating touch to
any home. Plain, beveled edge
styles, $9.95 to $19.50.
Frame mirrors, all sizes, up
f rom $15.95.
SAMSON CARD TABLES
Known for strength and
beauty.
+muss= OS AC SW MC Oil AC at Se eiXtftInCSX ACM re V4 te‘illfillfilt Stilt
We cordially invite you to visit us ....
we have gathered a lovely array of
smart furniture and furnishings for
gift-giving . . . . and we are ready now
to avenge that political defeat of I
7 years ago, Ins first venture into
politics.
That's why I firmly believed
Mr. Kilgore two months ago
when he assured me he would be
a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Governor next
year—and why I believe he's go-





Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Coot by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
to help make this your merriest Christ-
mas ever. Shop early this year; come
now!
2-Piece Living Room Suite
Lovely Frieze In the smart colors both front
and back. Three-cushion sofa; double coil
spring construction walnut trim 





• Smart plastic covers.
• Durable tapestry covers.




1 FAMOUS "NORGE" APPLIANCES
• Refrigerators • Ranges • Washers
• Frozen Food Lockers
—Wonderful Christmas Gifts!—








marbelized insert base nite
lite; all-rayon shades.
Others in antique bronze
finish, plastic or silk shad-
es to $21.50
We also have a wonderful
array of ....
TABLE LAMPS
BOUDOIR lamps in assorted
china and milk-glass; pastel
shades .. . from $1.95 pair
TABLE lamps with hand-
painted china bases .. . from
$1.95
We have plenty of
PICTURES
Florals and scenes in mahog-
any, blond or gilt frames,
from 98c.
Ovals in Jenny Lind, South-
ern Belle, Major Biddle . . .
$1.25 and $7.85.
GIVE A KNEE HOLE DESK
A practical gift and a hand-
some piece of furniture. Sev-
en full drawers; choice of
walnut or mahogany finishes.
$39.95 up to $59.50

















YOU GET ALL THIS:
* Two-Way, Up-Down Unit
* Thrifty Deep-Well Cooker
* Seven-Heat Surface-Units that tilt up for easy cleaning •
* Big Over-Size, Two-Element Oven with Automatic Rood lighted
interior
* Warming Compartment to keep foods and dishes warm and appe.
Using till served
* Roller-Bearing Uttillin Drawers provide plenty of storage space
* Cooking Chart permanently reproduced on drip tray
* One piece “Flush-to-the-Wall" streamlined baekguard for greater
beauty and utility
* Rigid, one-piece welded steel construction, easy to clean porcelain
enamel inside and out
* Big 6-quart pressure cooker for use in Deep-Well Cooker or on
Surface Unit ... Optional Equipment
*Wiring, if any, and State and local taws odic Pekes
end specifications subject to champ without Notice.
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interests
FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY —4-- CLUBS —4-- HOME NEWS
Phone 926
BUSINESS WOMEN'S
CIRCLE RA S MEET
WITH MRS. DeMYF.R.
The Business Women's Circle
of the First Baptist Church met
Monday night for a pot luck sup-
per at the home of Mrs. S. M.
DeMyer on Fourth Street.
Places for 12 were laid at card
tables in the center of the living
room. Supper was served buffet
style from the lace draped dining
table which held greenery.
Mrs. Verna DeMyer, chairman,
presided over the business ses-
sion.. A free will offering was
taken for the Lottie Moon Christ-
mas fund.
Mrs. W. T. Hinkle gave the
devotional from Royal Service—
"On the Wings of the World" and
Miss Myra Scearce read a beauti-
ful Christmas Story, "The Gift of
Service" and closed the meeting
with prayer.
Gifts were exchanged and each
member brought a gift for a shut-
in. These were placed in a large
red stocking that was filled to
overflow and will be delivered
Christmas Eve. -
Members present were: Mrs.
Verna DeMyer, Mrs. Foster Ed-
wards, Miss Katherine Hum-
phries, Miss Myra Scearce, Mrs.
Fred Cooper, Mrs. Rosa Smith,
Mrs. Guy Irby, Mrs. Will Nether-
land, Mrs. L. E. Allen, Mrs. Edna
DeMyer. Visitors were Mrs. W. T.
Hinkle and Miss Andy DeMyer.
The next Meeting will be the
observance of White Christmas at V





Mrs. T. M. Franklin entertain-
ed her bridge club Tuesday after-
noon at her home on Third Street.
The high score prize went to
Mrs. J. D. Davis. Late in the af-
ternoon, Mrs. Franklin served a
lovely dessert course to the play-
ers: Mesdames J. E. Fall, J. D.
Davis, L. P. Bradford, Clanton
Meacham, Abe Jolley, G. G. Bard,
J. C. Scruggs and Herbert Carr.
CLASSIFIED ADS 
REGISTERED DUROC BOARS V
150 to 250; bred and open gilts, 11.,
goo4 color, medium type. Price







The Christian Guild had its
Christmas party Monday even-
ing at the home of Mrs. W. H.
Sewell in the Country Club
Courts with Mrs. J. A. Poe co-
hostess.
orated with colorful Christmas
deeorations. There was a Christ-
mas tree from which gifts were
exchanged.
The meeting opened with the
Lord's Prayer followed by the
reading of the minutes, treasur-
er's report and roll call after
which Mrs. F. D. Phillips, gave
the devotional.
Program leader, Mrs. Maxwell
McDade, led contests and winners
were: Mrs. L. R. Still, Mrs.
Charles Andrews ,and Mrs. F. D.
Phillips.
Mrs. McDade gave an interest-
ing Christmas story, Lights and
a Star."
The hostesses served a lovely
dessert plate to 21 members and
six visitors, Mrs. Winifrey Shep-
herd, Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, Mrs.
Bill Stokes, Mrs. L. R. Still, Mrs.





Members of committees respon-
sible for the successful benefit
party staged by the Woman's
Club in November were compli-
mented with a lovely Coca-Cola
party Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Fred Homra on
The house was beautifully dec- brief business session was held. Jack Dooley.
and Mrs. Randall Burcham, Chair-
man of the benefit party, host-
esses.
The afternoon was spent infor-
mally. Refreshments were served
from the lace draped dining table
centered with a Christmas ar-
rangemeht.
The guest list included: Mes-
dames Arch Huddleston, Jr.,
Robert Batts, Don Hill, B. 0.
Copeland, Paul Westpheling, Vy-
ron Mitchell, Guy Fry, Joe Hall,
Roy Latta, Jack Carter, Horace
Reams, Fred Gibson, Jess Fields,
R. -G. Robert Matthews, Er-
nest Bell, Hoyt Moore, M. L. Mc-
Dade, Jim Hutcherson, Maxwell
McDade, Ward Bushart, Robert
Binford, Edward Benedict, Bill
Hogg and F. A. Homra.
Mrs. Davis gave the devotional
using the second chapter of Luke
as the Christmas theme.
Mrs. Milton Calliham told a
Christmas story, "The Littlest
Angel."
During the social hour gifts
were exchanged by 25 members
and three visitors, Mrs. Norman
Terry, Mrs. C. E. Hawkins and
Mrs. J. H. Maddox.
HELLO WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. John Watts of Hick-
man are the parents of a baby
boy born December 12 at the Ful-
ton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hill, Jr.,
announce the birth of a seven
pound eight ounce baby boy born
December 11 at Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson,
Wingo, are the parents of a sev-
en pound eleven ounce boy born
December 12 at the Fulton Hos-
pital.




Group B met Monday afternoon
at 12:30 in the home of Mrs.
Frank Brady with Mrs. Virgil
Davis And Mrs. J. T. Wiley co-
hostesses.
A delicious pot luck luncheon
was served. Christmas decor-
ations were lovely and a Christ-
mas tree stood by the fireplace.
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes, chairman,
called the meeting to order and a
Mesdames Ernest Fall, Jr.,
Ward Bushart, Maxwell McDade,
Hendon Wright, Harry Bushart
and Horton Baird spent Wesnes-
day in Paducah visiting friends.
Mr. Leonard Hagan and son,
spent Sunday afternoon in Ridge-
ly, Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Toy Dooley and Mr. and Mrs.

















and automatic models, $124.95
1 • and up. Sales and service.
I Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
I Fulton, Ky.
YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY IN..
LEONARD
GU' A NEW 111011...il
1111tHUV MODERURON
*Tapered heel —for ironing 's* Easy-to-read dial—and ac-
-
into gathers and fulneeses curate temperature control*Safety Side Rest — saves * Light, comfortable weightenergy; eliminates dangerof tipping * Extra-big ironing surface
$1293
General Mills Iron
gjjA. Steam Ironing Attachment — 88.95







SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- V
GRAPH RECORDS: Latest V
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or V
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing, Sport Center. 324 Wal- V
nut, Fulton, Ky. V
BEST BUYS V
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
VMcDADE'S
VUSED FURNITURE STORE v
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
216 Church St. Phone 908 11
- 4
Keep your eyes on w
O. K. 4






Main St. Phone 916
Prompt service
Watch and Clock repairing.
All Work Guaranteed.
REGULAR LODGE M.C.:ETING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edges
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.
ATTENTION FARMERS: Keenif
sharp disc harrows will makekl
a seed bed for sowing your
wheat. I have the only modern
disc grinedr in this community
and will grind your discs for
35c each, up to 18". (20", 50c)
Disc plow blades, $1.50 each
One-way plow blades, $1.50
each. I am located in Laird-
Gossum Welding shop on Lak
Street extended; phone 691,









WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in-
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High-








FRYERS Fresh and Fully Dressed, Lb. 69C
BACON Swift, Mayrose — lb. 59c
Oriol — lb. 49c
PORK ROAST "ton Butts
PORK CHOPS Center Cuts
Lb. 54('
Lb. 54C












KRAFT American Cheese 2







51b. ts sst. Chocolates 2.45
18' WALNUTS No. 1 Diamond Eng. Lb. 40c
18' AppiEs Grimes Golden Lb. 10c
35' COCOANUTS Lane n'aah
Lb. 15c PECANS Palter Shell







ALL KINDS OF r
XMAS CANDIES Iv
CAKE MIX Swans Down aa 39' FRUITS FOR SALAD 'thbvi 55'
PEARS
No. 303 Can 32, CRANBERRIES Fresh Lb. 19u
Delmonte
45" PINEAPPLE Crmslhieceddor No. 2 can 37c
DeTtseizeBartlett 55' SPICED PEACHES Delmante 49'
A. C. BUTTS S
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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Dec. 15, 1950
Book Tells Story of I. C. Progress
One-hundred years ago next
February 10th (1851), the gover-
nor of Illinois affixed his signa-
ture to a charter for the first
railroad in the State of Illinois,
• which was to run from Chicago
to Cairo (at that time the longest
road, by far, in existence), and
thus the Illinois Central Rail-
road company was born.
With this fact quickly estab-
lished on page 29, a brand-new
and just-released book, "The
Main Line of Mid America", con-
tinues on through 464 pages of in-
tensely interesting historical data
about the line that helped bring
Fulton into existence and that has
served as its mainstay ever since
its was incorporated as a village
in the 1880's.
We are much indebted to our
good friend George Crowson up
in the Chicago office for sending
us a "preview" copy of the book,
...and we heartily recommend it to
all of you Who would like to be
better informed on the histdry of
your town, your area, and that of
the great railroad that now serves
you so well..
We are only about , halfway
through the book at this writing,
but here are a few of the inter-
esting things we have turned up
about the early-day history of _the
I. C.:
For the first 21 years of its op- '
eration (till 1672) the I. *C.'s !
southern terminus was Cairo, and
all passenger and freight traffic
south from the point was via the!
river. In that year, however, the I
Illinois Central entered into an
agreement with the Mississippi
Central and the New Orleans.
Jackson and great Northern (both
of the latter forming a continuous
line from Jackson, Tenn, to New
Orleans,- whereby the Mississippi
Central extended its line from
Jackson, Tennessee to East Cairo,
Kentucky and formed the first
continuous railroad line from
Chicago to New Orleans.
A specially-made railroad car
ferry was put in operation to fer-
ry cars. from Illinois to KentuckY,
but a problem was presented. The
1. C. used a 4 foot 81/2-inch gauge,
and the Mississippi. Central a
five-foot gauge . so whenever
cars were to be moved from one
line to another they had to be
run on a 'specially-constructed
dual-gauge track at Cairo, jacked
up and converted by removing
'one set of trucks and installing
another.
Eight years of this car-conver-
sion was enough for the-line. On
July 21, 1881 the whole -railroad
world Was startled and amazed
when 300 superintendents, road-
masters, road supervisors. section
foreman and section hands placed
themselves evenly along the
whole route from Cairo to New
Orleans an starting at daybreak,
moved the west rails inward 31/2
inches, completing the job of
changing the gauge on 550 miles
of main-line track by 3 o'clock
that afternoon.
Those of us who thought that
the amazing switch of bridge-
spans last month at Cairo in just
a matter of hours was something
new and revolutionary in fast
thinking thus learn that this out-
fit has been thinking fast for a
long, long time!
Speaking of bridge spans . . . .
on October 29, 1889 the original
I. C. Cairo bridge opened ... and
-that apparently was quite a day
for all concerned. Theaccount re-
lates that "about nine O'clock in.
the morning .. . nine of the larg-
est and most powerful engines on
the road (75-ton Moguls) were
coupled together, moved into
position on the newly-laid ap-
proach, and proceeded to cross
the new bridge.
"Now came the most dramatic
moment of all as the 676-ton test
train crept to the edge of the
first 518-foot- span, a hundred
feet above the river. The throngs
of spectators became mute, aware
that in the next few seconds
they were to be eyewitness to
either a great demonstration of
engineering achievement or to a
frightful tragedy. Would the span
hold such an enormouss weight"?
They did ... and have done so
for the past 51 years.
Another interesting fact about '
the Cairo bridge: if Judge Trim-
ble in Paducah, who was presi-
dent of the New Orleans & Ohio
railroad running from Paducati to
Rives, Tenn., had achieved his.
goal, the first bridge would have
crossed the Ohio at Paducah and
extended his road north to a jun-
ction with the I. C. in Southern
Illinois. The Judge, however, was
unsuccessful-in his undertaking.
was laid to this point in anticipa-
tion of a crossing here with the




Mrs. William E. Long was host-
ess to her club Tuesday afternoon.
Members present were: Mrs. El-
rner Liliker, Mrs. Johnnie Hol-
land, Mrs. Billie Robey, Mrs.
Wendell Butts and Mrs. Billy
Parrish.
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Smith of
Chapel Hill, Mr. and Mrs. W. .L.
Matthews and son or DnIcedom
were dinner guests of Mrs. Chris-
tine Pierce Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Evans
of Jordan, Ky., spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Burch-
am.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Long
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob DeMyer Thursday
night.
Billy Terrell of Chestnut Glade
spent Friday night with DeWitt
Matthews. He and Mr. Matthews
and William Long spent Saturday
duck hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Vickery
and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vickery
spent Sunday with relatives near
Gates, Tenn.
CIIRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Is the Universe, Including
Man, Evolved by Atomic Force?"
is the subject of the Lesson-Ser-
mon which will be read in all
Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
December 17, 1950.
The Golden Text is: "Sing un-
to the Lord, all the earth, shew
forth from day to .day his salva-
SHOIM
sEcnoN
tion. Declare his gTo'ry- among the
heathen; his marvelous works a-
mong all nations." (1 Chron. 16:-
23, 24).
Among the citations which com-
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the
following from the Bible: -Let us
come before his presence with
thanksgiving: and make a joyful
noise unto him with psalms_ For
the Lord is a great God, and a
great King above all gods. In his
hands are the deep laces of the
earth: the strength or the hills is
his also." 'Ps_ 95: 2,, 3,, 41.
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Next week in this column we'll
give you a brief outline of the.
origin orFulton as outlined in the
book. We have noted that 1). Ful-
ton was named for Fulton Coun-
ty and 2-. that the first railroad
into what is now Fulton was a
short line from Paducah, which














As the holidays are drawing near, we want to
express to each of you who have been so loyal to us
cur sincere appreciation for according us a goodly
part of your business and friendship. We trust that
vie may merit a continuance of same.
My clerks join me in wishing you and yours a
very Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous
New Year.
"Happy" Hogan Wray Ward Wallace Ashby
Our store is filled with beautiful packayes f or
the holidays .... and the largest and most complete
stock in Western Kentucky to sell from. We want
you to drop in and see us and remember, you
are always welcome. We take pleasure in listing
some of our better-known and more popular lines,
below:













































Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Claret








Lem Motlow's Private Stock
Early Times, 4 yrs., 90 proof
Log Cabin, 3 yrs. old, 90 proof.
Walker's DeLuxe, 4 yrs., 86 proof_
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.











Johnnie Walker, Black Label





Seagram V. 0. Canadian Club
Liquors













P. C. FORD PETE PETERSON "HAPPY" HOGAN WILY YATES
The Largest Stocks In West Kentucky
Lake Street Extended (Near the Underpass) Fulton, Kentucky




Page? - The Fulton News — Friday, Dec. 15. 1950' fight the Reds tomorrow if I
 could arm them." declares Mae
:Gen_ Claire Cher_nault, war-time
Ileader of the famed Flyh•ig Th
,gers.U. S. Can't Win Chinese
many articles and books, Publish-
ed nationally, and an authority
on the irrternational situation. He -
is the first managing editor the!
privileged to reprint the articles
News editor ever had, and we are I




NO NATION has ever conquer- I
ed China. Even internal Chinese
wars fizzle out That breed has
an odd psychology that makes I
the race impervious or immune
to defeat
Should the United States go
to war against China American
boys will be fighting there when
all the presen. t generation dies.,
This nation can not afford to tie,
up all roan-power and resources









Saturday night guests of Mr.
Cruce and children Friday night.
' Mr and Mrs. Luther Pannell,
Mr. and Mrs. Glen. Pannell of
Union City visited Mi. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce were: Mr. i Junior Cruce and son Tuesday
' n.atet. is the key to-the defender 1.1 by .ler. Allen
1 Formosa. . according to Chen- - and Mrs. Les Cruce. night.
- • Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and ' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers andof the Pacific. Well. it is. Here ' ,/War, Noted Writer Says
rEcfs Note: The writer of the fighting the Chinese people. We
Solowing article is an author of :must not play into the hands he
Russia. Knowing this, co-used
hesitates.
The United States has made a
hell of a lot of mistakes in deal-
ing with China Russia was far
snore alert. Among many incred-
itable blunders was the fact that
we did not assume that Mao Tee-
tung (pronounced Mou-dee-
dung), who is the overlord of
Chinese armies, is a patriot a man
of parts, brains, vision, working
for a patriotic cause as Father of
his Country Had Washington
been alert enough to have done
this, we would have beaten Rus-
sia to the draw.
Leaders of, this nation, blund-
ering fools, have tried — and are
still trying — to carry American
democracy to the Chinese. We
not understand the psychology c.f
that, race of people. Their way,
are often pe-cuLar, tricky arr.::
vain, according to Bret Har:e.
Cahf ern.a author of long ago.
Chinese do nof want ideologies.
whether democracy or commun-
ism: they want to be fed and
clothed: they ware dollars and
the, necessities of life. A thousand
years of hunger have made this
so. This nation cannot check com-
munism in the Far East in the
orthodox way, nor win a war in
any similar fashion.
'1 couldget 400.000 Chinese
Your Friends Trade Here
"West Kentucky's Most Modern"
HAPPY'S
LIQUOR STORE
We carry a Large and Complet( Lint of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
WALLACE ASHBY HAPPY HOGAN
Located on Church Street
Across From .4 ndreu-s Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY
WRAY WARD
there is also Generalissimo Chi-
ang Kai-Shek and 500.000 Nation-
lets trocen them. Tam them loose.
We have a 500,000 with Chiang
, both for an arms- long enough.
!Let him tarn wives of trained
Chinese soldiers on the China
mainland.
Why does this nation hesitate
in doing what is necessary? Why
stand we here idle when peril of
• a world war is so near? Because
we fear Russia will enter the
war? But is not Russia trying to
destroy America without firing
a shot` Conditions can not be
made more perilous by direct and
nemsive military action.
This nation must goo war
tee Oriental way. A fifth column
hundreds of thousands of anti-
, - heTurests at Chiang's direction
ie. go into China armed not
;ems but dollars. Our leaaers
:T. recognize that warlord days
Lee here again and start that
'..ete column underground not on-
: .71", Chinese armies but the
.1 .-.eistrations. Money :elks
7' .fl.rse louder than g
Ceheng handle that c
He is pas:master -of
are vain. Bribery Migitt -her
;war. bat this nation is toc fa•,:-
iidious, preferring the w:rn -
theory cf the _Democrat:: av
• while hundreds of thousands .
:brave boys the. ;
'
• The only. alternative is tee
atomic bomb, which the Presi-
dent said might yet be used.
Failing to meet the situation in
me odd, irregular' but obviou.s:y
ffective way. American can nol
s-in that war in a generation.






Do f ema.le tme- Leer
tonal monthly
SLUMEGLS Make o' /WA M
you suffer pan. fee: it : r Leh e ,y
restless, weak—at EJL::: times.
ar lust Wore your period,
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Pir-kham's Compound works
through the sympathetic ner-
vous shieetn. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkhatn, Compound
helps bunci up resistance against
this annoying dirsess.
Delay tke woman's friend'
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
with added -jr.•Z 
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
- VEGETABLE COMPOUND -
BOY YOUR NEW DODGE TODAY!












Share in our success! Greatest Dodge sales in





COME Of TODAY . . . find oat
how easily, you cast own a big
new Dodge. Your present car
will probably more than cover
the down payment_ Immediate
delivery-your choice of model
and (-Wart
Don't wait-Share In Our
Sweivasl Come in for a grand
money-saving deal today! You'll
be miles and dollars ahead!
"you could par.
gl°°° rth rei aeXtra
for 
ndS*rTh9iln°/"'




GET PROOF? SPEND 5 MINUTES WITH US?
NS MOTOR COMPANY
.ast Fourth Street Phone 622
t= Vetter •-?ti
STYLE DI CAKE MAKING
Endless creaming of shorten-
ing and sugar in making a cake
son. Ronnie. visited Mr. and Mrs
0. G. Clark Sunday.
John Rennon visited Mr. and
Mrs. Luke Fulcher Monday night.
Mary Ruth Cloys spent the
isas out-of-date as the buggywhip. weekend with Mr. and elle Jun-
ior Cruce and son.•
. Mr and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
lei Ronnie visited Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
if mond Clark Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark
visited Mrs. Clark's parents. Mr.-he.heehe  
and Mrs. Walter Weaver Sunday
' There is a modern way to mix
' a cake that is in keeping with the
=proved ingredients that go in-
to it. Here is a new two egg cake
recipe using the quick method of
mixing.
Golden Quick Kix Cczko
Silt together into bowl:






ere 1 teaspoon salt
Add:









Rtet 2 menthes, en
• raced or 3-33 5•.:-L,;7CS
Beke in two greased and fo-2:,
15" x reehd layer gene T..7
the pans vigerce_ev
aftar with -bate 7
er air bubbles. Bake .7 
istely hot oven (3:5' F. fer 30 to
85 minutes. Allow the vele to
cool about five eeenutes before
removing it from hte pan.
An overhanging edhe or a "sai
streak" throueh toe :enter of a
cake may be reused I y pans that
are too shailuw. It ii uneortant
1.3 use a par. one and one-half













Opal, Fair; foo.DAT.:R. CANC,orkeTi 0.4.11
WEST STATE LINE'
Mrs. Edgar Grissom -
There will be a Christmas 7'
grain and Christmas 'tree Decti
leer 21 at the Mission. Santa
Claus has promised us that he
will be there with lots and lots
oi nice presents.
Our attendance at Sunday
School at the Mission has fallen
• ff for the past two Sundays be-
cauee of such bad weather.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom is suffer-
:rig from strep throat.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Coil er
and children spent Sunday with
, her sister. Mr. and Mrs.-
. Leigh and family of Rives.
Mr. and Mrs. Major Wagester of
Union Ctv were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips and
sons on Middle Road Sunday af-
ter church.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
grandson. Kenneth. attended
church at the Mission Sunday af-
ternoon.
Rev. Byron Bishop of Water
Valle.y was a visitor in this com-
munity Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. P. Bruce Sunday after church.
Sherrell Olive is much improv-
ed from scarlet fever aiefewill be
able to return to schM1 soon.
Our South Fulton znool chili
dren were glad to gee. back it)
school Monday after the, days off
last week because of the cold
weather.
Hillrnan Collier was in Union
City Saturday on business.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom and Mrs.
Major Wagester of Union City
spent awhile Sunday evening
with Mrs. Rose Vick. who is ill
at the home ef her daughter. Mrs.
Coy Midgett on East State Line.
Mitry Collier Spirit Monday
with her father and mother. Mr.
and Mrs. C. J. Bowers of Ful-







Across from Telephone (Mire
113 Washington Fulton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Cloys and
Harvey spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cruce and Al-
vin.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glasco
VI51Ted Mr. and Mrs. Junicr Cruce
Monday night..
Mr. arid Mrs. Junior Cr-uce and
sen vsted Mr and Mrs Russel
daughter. Ruth Ann, visited Mr.
a'fid Mrs. Bob Tanner and daugh-
ter Awhile Saturday afternoon. BENNETT ELECTRIC
Plisse 2.01




Telhaasti(c..ec„ltrtraess twiltths harness of leather,
rrs HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wourers as world's
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
Clean — Ne Oders — Featherweight
CITY DRUG CO. ""'" 7.425408 Lake Street




Is ready io Help 53r7ta
get together a fine array
of Toys rd Gifts!













































Wonderful for Christmas giving!
The CAVALIER chest is fine furniture that addscharm and distinction to any room ... as well as afine protective chest for all clothing and pneciotis
possessions.
Tennessee red cedar interiors..., completely dustsealed . .. each chest with lock ... free unoth-insurance policy.











Mrs. Myrtle Moore, who will
leave soon to make her home in
Indianapolis, was complimented
Friday evening with a going away
party given by Mrs. Dewey Nel-
son and Mrs. Ray Bondurant at
the home of Mrs. Bondurant near
Dukedom
Games and contests were en-
joyed through the evening in-
cluding a Christmas tree that
held packages brought by the•
guests.
Mrs. Moore as presented with
a boudoir lamp as a gift from all
those present. Christmas 'candles
and apples were served after the
games.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Terrell and children,
Dorothy, Mary and Treva, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Johns. Mrs. Paul
Howard and daughter, Paula,
Mrs. Lucy Jones, Clarence Johns,
Mr. and Mrs, Joe Terrell, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Potts and son.
Randall, Dewey Nelson, Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Melton and son. Vern-
on, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Harwood and
children, Norman, Tommy and
Faye. Miss Lucille Murphy, Ray
Bondurant? Tommy, Jerry and





The Garden Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club held its
regular monthly meeting anci
Christmas party Friday afternoon
at the club home.
Lighted tapers, evergreens and
other yuletide decorations were
artistically arranged throughout
the club room. A lovely Christ-
mas tree stood by the fireplace.
Those on the decorating com-
mittee were: Mrs. S. E. Campbell,
Mrs.. Sam Winston, MBrs. John
Henson and Mrs. Horace Reams
The chairman, Mrs. Jess Fields,
called the meeting to order and
presided over a short business
session.
Mrs. Daisey Terry was in
charge of the program and the
group sang carols accompanied
by Mrs. Walt& Voelpel. Mrs.
Voelpel sang a vocal ,selection,
"Gesu Gambino" by Yon. She
was accompanied by Mrs. V. J.
Voegeli. Miss Eugenia Harris
gave a delightful dance interure-
tation in costume.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., gave I
a Christmas story, "David's Star
of Bethlehem." In the background
of the story Jerry Morris sang,
"Silent Night."
Gifts were exchanged and the
hostesses served delicious re-
freshments to 48 members.
Hostesses were: Mesdames Leon
Browdcr, T. M. Franklin, J E.





Mrs. William Long was hostess
to her club Tuesday at her home
in fliierce. Games of bingo were
enyed during the afternoon.
:The hostess served Strat•c•
berries, ice cream and cookies to
the following members: Mrs. El-
iner Liliker, Mrs. Johnnie Holl-
and, Mrs. Billy Parrish, Mrs.
Windall Butts and. Mrs. Billie
Robey.
The club will meet next week
with Mrs. Billy Parrish Decem-
ber 19 for the Christmas party.
Phone 470 for Job Prhiting
MOM! MY COLD NEEDS
DEEP-ACTION relief from roughs/
chokey stuffiness with every breath!
• Mother, here's







grand results when you rub it onl
Easy . . . Effective: Put 2 good
epoonfuls of VapoRib in a vapor-
izer or bowl of boiling water as
directed in package. Then ... let
your youngster breathe in the
soothing, medicated vapors
h./ME-PROVED FOR YOU BY MILLIONS OF MODIERSI
Every breath carries VapoRub's
famous combination of time-
proved medications deep into
large bronchial tubes. Comfort-
ing relief from distress of colds
comes in a hurry!
Then ... to keep up relief for
hours, rub Vicks VapoRub on






BUT I'M AFRAID IT
WON'T LOOK LIKE
THIS LONG/ MY DRESSES
ALL SEEM TO LOOK
OLD AFTER THEY'VE





elteiesiny -Pt /await MiCe.1





IF YOU WANT THAT






AMERICA'S LARGEST AND vl NE'v "d 
LOW...PRICED CAR
loosavo
The &wart Now Stylelin•
[ukase i-Uoof S.ciae
• •
P. tura 4-Dser teem
The Safari Now neelb•
II our choice for 51 REFRESHIRGLY NEW..  •• THOROUGHLY RELIABLE!
Of all cars, here's your choice for 1951—the
new Chevrolet—America's largest and finest low-
priced car! It brings you all the new things, all
the pleasing things, all the proved things you and
your family are looking for . . . including fleet,
powerful Valve-in-Head engine performance.
And it brings you these things at lowest cost!
Come in—see and drive it — today!
Only Chevrolet Brings You All These Features At 
Lowest Cost! AMERICAN BEAUTY DESIGN • AMERICA-
PREFERRED BODIES BY FISHER • MODERN-MODE INTERIORS
 • SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL • MORE
POWERFUL JUMBO-DRUM BRAKES—with Dubl-Life rivetless 
brake linings • IMPROVED CENTER-POINT
STEERING—and Center-Point Design.
PLUS TIME-PROVED POWER ariii:k
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
—proved by more than a billion miles of performance
In the hands of hundreds of thousands of owners.
Optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.




110 LAKE STREET PHONE 38
Yes! We Are Participating In The Fulton Merchants' Trade Promotion
CHRISTMAS IS
Only 2 Weeks Away
WE HAVE IDEAL GIFTS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
BARGAIN-HUNTERS!
Look at these specials!
* * *
SPECIAL LARD CANS
Lucky you. . . we carried over about five dozen big
lard cans from last year, and are offering them 
50c E




We were very fortunate to receive this order now...
just in time for your Christmas shopping! Our spe-
cial price (each complete with cord) 
• •
SPECIAL V'CO HOT HEATER
The fast wakto heat water, summer or winter! Small
portable, efficient, this little electric heater fits in






SPECIAL COM3INATION TOASTER WAFFLE-BAKER
This dandy appliance, by "Dominion" does the work
of- two . . . at the price of one. Regularly priced at
$14.20; our special price __
2.95
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR: HEL
BIL.LY:
I. Pm Movin' On 
(Rank
Snow)
2. Moaning the blues
(Hank Williams)
3. Golden Rochet (Hank
Silo el
4. Love Bug Itch (Eddie
Arnold)
5. Remember Me (Stuart
Hamblen)
6. 11'11 never be free
(Fitzgerald-Jordan)
7. If you've got the money,
I've got the time (L.
Frizzell)
8. Our Lady of Fatima
(Red Foley)
9. Prison without walls
(Eddie Arnold)






5. A Bushel and a Peck
6. All My Love
7. Thinking of You
8. Rudolph the red-nosed
reindeer
9. Good Night Irene
10. An orange-colored sky
24 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO
REPAIR









Phone 100 Ernest Lowe, Mgr. Fulton, Ky.
I New Location . . . . 217 East Fourth Street
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PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Homer •Weatherspoon was mov-
ed home from the Fulton Hospit-
al last week following an opera-
tion and he is doing Brie_
Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Bard and!
!Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bard spentSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bard and Mrs. Allie Browder.
Mrs. Bertha Nugent left Thurs-
day Ihr Ettawah, Tenn., to spend
the holidays with Dr. and Mrs.
Boyd McCleary and family.
Helen King, who has been em-
ray Monday to attend the Quad Atneph and son. 
Caldwell of Union City i day evening given at the home of
now bookkeeper at City Motor
ployed in Bowling Greene Ky., is Joan and Janet Verhine to Mur- and Bro. and Mrs
. Charles Leon
spent Wednesday shopping in Mrs. Irby Holder, Fulton.
State Band Festival in the col- We wish to congratulate Mr D ersburgCo. She began her work last Fri-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cald-
well visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Caldwell in Pilot Oak Sunday af-
ternoon.
• Mr. and Mrs. William McClana-


































$3.98 and $4.98 Values—Now
SNOW SUITS










Values to $5.98—Now $3.98
Sans! to 16—$29.95 and
$24-95 Values—Now
OTHER COATS AS LOW AS
$19.95
One Table of Flannel
GOWNS and PAJAMAS
Values $2.49 and $1.98
NOW -  

































t his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Parrom
g . Owen of McConnell. .
Miss Allie Rowland and her
it !dad have returned home after a of
A l, short 'visit in Lone Oak as guests I w
>1 of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett it
and Sue.
P. Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Casey. Mr., V
tt
it were Sunday guests of M. and
g Mrs. Harold Carr and Randy .
- Mr. and Mrs. Hirry Yates .3.vere .0
g in Mayfield Monday on business.
it Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. it
T. C. House -were: Mr. and Mts.
it Dewey Aikin er Martin, Mr. and
0. Mrs. Earl Wray. Mr. and Mrs.11
V Roscoe Williams and Mrs. Ruth it
Weems. ,
4 Mr. McNatt is not improving I
vcry fast. .
Due to the slick roads all coun-
▪ try schools in Graves County .111




•% and Mrs. Willie Yates Jea
A and Jimmie of Mayfield, Mr.
Mrs. Biltie Yates visited Mr.








'HAS THE TOWLE STERLING
YOU NEED FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS TABLE
Your family deserves the finest— there is nonn finer than
solid silver by TOWLE. We have all the pieces you need
for a simple meal or a big family gathering— includirr
the wonderful new Iowa Carving Pieces! Choose the
large or regular Carvini Knife and Holding Fork, according
to your weeds, and of course you'll want the new Slicer!
A conlplete set costs as little as $69.50, a single carving
p,ece,$10.00. (Be sure to notice TOWLE'S new blades of
Deep-Tempered stay-sharp-longer Stainless Steel)
You'll find a complete array of Iowa Sterling in ow
VE1 department— including TOWLE'S brand new
OK,se Serving Knife and Pie or Cake Serving Knife.
in and make your choice today. (A teaspoon costs
as little as $3.40; 6-piece place settings start at
a low $27.50; serving pieces at 1115)
lege auditorium.
Mrs. Frank Stroud and Walter
Browder received a message
Tuesday of the sudden death of
their brother, Arnett Browder in
Alexandria, La.
The Homemakers Club will
meet Friday, December 15 in in
all-day meeting at CoCmmunity
i. and Mrs. 011ie Yates. Mrs. Anne
i; Yates and Maggie visited Mrs.
,ct Casey's and Mrs. Yates' brother
t• of Jackson, who is ill, Sunday.
" Mr. and Mrs. Norman Critteo=
s, ,Ion and, Susan of Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Cathey of Fulton






Several from here attended the is
Christmas Parades at Martin and
Union City.
.Jim Dabbs was carried to the
Baptist Hospital, Memphis,. Sat-
urday. His many friends wish for
him a speedy recovery.






friends in Martin last-week. VW
R The weekend guests of Mr. and 11
A Mrs. Clifton Cheatham were Mrs. 11
A Maude Stephens and Mrs. Datha , ON
1 Thompson of Melber, Ky. • 144
I Shoppers in Fulton Saturday 144
it were: Mesdames Roy Vowell. ,
iii Maryy cP ul Loonogk,. Wess Vowell and 4 4
' OA
t„N Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.' n




Lew's Johnson and family 
.
4 
I filit .,.. 
I 44
V .4̀ ; rf,'. • i'''• ilR . •
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Faster than Fast Switches
Surface Cooking * ov.n Thermostat
New super- * Automatic Oven
fast "Speedo- Signal Light
master" units * C lent Air.
give greater pliant* Otrflet
pan contact. * Stainless Petro.
i5SHST TO WAN lain Exterior
EASY TERMS.
Joyce Taylor
We are having- more winter
weather with plenty of snow and
no tobacco season.
Mrs. Ruth Weems spt,nt last
week with her sister, Mrs. Ten- !
nie House. 6
Peggy Casey was the Sunday it
it guest of Joyce Taylor.
it Mr. and Mrs. A. 1'. Hicks and
girls, Mrs. Erwin Rowland.
Ludora and Mary Ellen visited
12 Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson Sun-
• day.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane
and Sue were Sunday guests of A
4
and Mrs. Jasper Vowell of Fulton
on the birth of their baby son,
Wesley Kirk, born last week. Mr.
Vowell is the son of Mr and Mrs.
Roy Vowell and grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Vowell of this
viehuty.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and daugh-
Center. ters, Anna Lou, and Mrs. Dwight
Drumm, accompanied with Mrs.
Misses Alvaleen, Sylvadeen and
Myra Ann Moss spent Saturday
in Fulton. ,
Mr. and Mrs. David Crabtree
are the proud parents of twins,
Vivian Kaye and Stephen Raye,
born at the Weakley Hospital,
Martin, on December 4th.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell attended a
Christmas dinner and party Tues-
Sorghum, once grown for syrup,
is now a profitable crop from
grain, forage and silage. Cut
with a forage tiarvestes, sorghum
is no longer expensive to harvest.
Field forage harvesters and
automatic balers have cut hay-
making time and labor by as
much as 75 per cent, according to
New Holland engineers.













In Order To Clear Our Shelues Of All Fall and Winter Shoes,
We Are Offering Our Entire Stock At
OFF
Included In This Special Sale Are Suedes, Kids, Calfs;
Dressy Styles And Casual Styles, All Sizes,
But Not In Every Style.
f:::7454:71f4A:IU:7Z5U51471‘74C74%:f:54f473inif45414 f.:774.14:f1S.:51:!4!r: :cr: fo le:fro: ccdr :
DON'T FORGET OUR BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OF GIFT SLIPPERS
SATINS, KID AND FULL-LINED LEATHER AT
$199 to $395



























Christmas Lights ,.; Hunting Coats and Pants taag
4,.
Pressure Cockerz and Canners ..1 Shell Vests Decoys at'
ilt Shotgun Shells 
et
Washing Machines—Apex S,hotguns 1tt P p










VgRefrigeratorsFiing Plugs and Flies, and Electric Stoves * ta
1 'Zackle Boxes Compasses
• Vg
Dormyer Electric Mixers kit1 —
KlaintindKnives 
Ag
1 Dog Collars 
Gun Cases alt
A




Electric Clocks for every room ;1 Sportsmens Charcoal Stoves
4 let
Door Chimes 0;1 Duck Calls Crow Calls 11








Here are many ways to say
Merry Christmas
;14 IMAM OUSsi 711.P7r: ni :CZ AC SeLl'AL SrC f15:::5:5.114:74 nir fd 7,1MC 74C r174:5.4::cg VA:SIMLA(
RADIOS
Motoroa Radios and Record
Players—A. M. and F. M.
Zenith Radiosland Record Players








11 205 Commercial Ave Martin and Rushton Phone 401 "266 Church Street Fulton
et SI 7.; 7tailt1C9Urs ?ow neumnrs"..Issaa70101tcvmmnr IGPSSI,S Ite• MIIMMENO 
01 HI 710711171071171071071111111305 TS 7M 'MRS MAC PURIM 7tEX97107S 7U timutontnrmento Id WHAM aassiwasassa
Phone 201 Main St.
;/#1.sismmximmmmmmnnnnnmommlisnnwvmmmxmmmn=rsnmmmimmnmnommend
As 7r, 70 MC
International Sterling Gorham Sterling
. . . and all other nationally-advertised







lv Electric Trains a
14 Baseball Gloves, Mitts and Bats 11
4* Basketball Shoes a
igii
itr
Basketball and Footballs 
a
11: Cap Pistols lkIt
IV Chain-Drive Tractors il
44 Schwinn Bikes for Boys #nd Girls g
No I
- RR







City Eleon c &Tire Co.





































































































































































































































The Fulton News OM AC SY fiffklIg
Friday, Dec. 15, 1950 SHOP AT
AUSTIN SPRINGS 
V
!Hrs. Carey Frields V KASNOW'SAlmost the entire family of Bu-
ton Lassiter suffered from deep N•
colds and sore throats and are un-
der melical treatment. 6
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McCollum V
spent Sunday with ehildren, Mr. V
Fulton.
Bart Austin, near cehturian,
and Mrs. Billie McCollum in V
has been very sick the past week
and children have been at his
bedside. He resides with a daugh-
ter. Mrs. Eudia Vincent.
During the past few days many
farmers have been butchering
porkers and all larders are re-
plenished with pork chops, sau-
sages, spar ribs and tenderloin
steaks, etc.
Royce Byran has returned to
Detroit after being called home
due to the death and funer4 of
his grandmother, Mrs. 'Ella
Srimot.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doran and
baby daughter, Alicia, of May- 6
field and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle
Vof Union City were Sunday visit- e•
ors of parents, Mr. anid Mrs. B.
L.
Herman- Mitchell .has returned
home from New Jersey where he w
has been employed in White it
Castle Cafe. V
Mr. nnd Mrs. Earl Mitchell and V
children, Don and Judy of Pa- g
ducah spent Sunday with par- V
ents.Mr. and Mrs. Fd Frields.
The remnitis of Mrs. Ella Smott,!4
82, reached Fulton Friday after-1,,V
noon and was carried to the home 11
of a son, t'oy Smott near Cuba.16
Mrs. Smott passed away Tuesday
night at her home in Akron.
Ohio after a lingering illness fol. .4
lowed by heart ailment.
The deceased is the wife of
William Smoot. who passed LIWZiy
13 years ago and the couple had
lived in Akron several, years id
prior to his death.
Mrs. Stnott leaves four (laugh- V
ters, Mrs Limey Murrell, Dcfrinie.
Beatrice and Zella Smoot all of 4
Akron; four sons. Coy Smoot near X
Cuba, John, Noel and Erne:1
Smoot of Akron.
Funeral services were held at ;4.
Knob Creek Church of Christ by
Eld. Alonzo Williams with inter-
ment at Acree cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home was in




The Writings Of •
Mattie Dear
The Lord is my shepherd and
I shall not want. Its a fine thing
I/
to put your trust in the Lord.
Sunday was our last pastorial V
day in 1950 and I thank the Lord V
for sparing me to see it and we V
sure had good service. My past-
or's text was first Psalms 116 the 11
.16th verse. Subject: "A Servant V
of God." He sure preached a V
wholesome sermon.
VWe had a great many visitors
then Sister Carrie Richard of ,
Ruleville, Mss,, sung a solo. '
"When I Make my aLmt Tripe*
She sung it until heaven got the g
news. Th-n Mk Darrie Sadler ip
stint!. "1 Nn,r,v I Pier; Conti( rt. ;I
ed." It v....111,1 hir..e done anybo,lv
good to 11:•;:g tE:on O.vo women
sing.
We are having some cold
weathef her now but what
makes me feel so good about 1 .4
has not work to do ;tow. The Lord
bless me to get i".." work '
through. no I sure did do a large et
washing today and it seems like
it made me feel batter but thats
in life.
1 hope that Mt s. Johanna is do-
ing and feeling Inc. In the near zt
future I will send her a personal it
letter and I can't hear from Mrs. N
Walter Bernhard of Farmington, V
Mich. She is a true friend of mine w
but al at once she stop writing X
me. I don't know for what cause g
but I yet gets her paper ever V
month, "The Worldwide Temple V
Broadcaster." I love the paper. It
is so true. V '9.95The way of the Lord's is past V
finding out. If it ever been a V
time for earnest prayer its now retSiftiatiMCSICACSYSCACMCSIMOICSICIRCNICIFiCill“fift‘SYMOIKONSMIRCOMACIli
because we are living in a
dangerous times. I read in one ;
place 'where it said that Satan ;
would be loose for a little season.
It seems like now is the time. But N
Mattie Dear say just keep pray- N
jog. Here is another poem. Sub-
ject: Smile.
0
_ Do not take this life too
serious
Be sober, meek and mild
Matter not how things may
seem
Always wear it smile.
V
A mower has been described as
the "indispensable tool" of the
cattleman. A new power modter :
now in production it New Hol-
land, Pa., cuts at speeds up to 7
miles an hour to help make qual-
ity hay in less time. 4
ent pasture should contain both 
Vrfigrasses and legues, the latter g
Seeding mixtures for perman- KAS
furnishing the needed portion. V
Top quality hogs can be raised 448-50-52 Lake Street Phones 835 Fulton, Kentucky
on good alfalfa pasture, ground V 

















Lovely, quilted satin ro-
bes in beautiful solid-color
































Straight from the land &cotton come these
goy, trimly-tailored TILLY TYLER Blouses.
Made with convertible collars and swingy,
easy-action backs. All fast colors and
Sanforized ... and a dream to launder.
You'll want a dozen or more of these
activity-wise blouses ... equally ideal for





• SIX FEET WIDE! • 71/2 FEET LONG!
• 88% RAYON, 12% WOOL! • WIDE SATIN BINDING






FISK HAT FOR CHRISTMAS
AT HALF PRICE!
•
Youthfully styled gems of fine
multi-filament crepe with deli-
cate lace trim. Sleeveless ot with





;*1 Include A 4
,11




4 All the charm of a colorful season A 4
4 it it
0 is reflected in in our lovely, fashion- it
4 it 0;I Hat PRIM hose. Smart shades for
the season. R 4
PP
4 R g




NICSIMURCUliiI4L/iffq111 01=iroCOMACSICUSYSICACISCSIMSKAC:frOrifffigigIrlACIIIMOCOICALIZ S4: ' SY liC SC AC A GM
IV
i GIVE HER GIVE HIM 
it
w Ita PARFAY COATS $35.00 GAB. TOPCOATS $28.95 it
N it
N PARFAY SUIT $35.00 COVERT TOPCOATS $21.95 A
LOMA LEEDS DRESSES - - - DRESS SUITS $3$02.s958t too$$3 37 :95 1
$8.95 and $14.95 Pajamas it
p HOUSE SLIPPERS - - -
$1.98 and $2.98 
GIFT TIES $1.00 and $1.50 AN
LADY DORETTA NYLON 
A
SIR WILLIAMS SHIRTS A
GOWNS, pink, blue and white Tailored by Block, white broad-
$9.95 cloth with AIRWAY collar,
A
TOWEL SETS, Beautifully GUARANTEED to outlast the
wrapped body of the shirt. 1
_ 




STYLE *WOW U Sr/*101M
I Ail,' -salk
”JAhl101111", the e.'w-popular hue-piece effect,'
to fashiOn smart when done with embroidery
Pink on Navy, Nary on Navy and Aqua on Block
made of the finest rayon crops. Sizes 102 i.j
i4V2.
colorful small print Ise Winter Nosy, Bright_
front tunic. .. mode of 100 denier rayon crepe...
Pin. flattery ef 41i e . . softened by the gracio .uo"J11,11.11r... haturtno the oll-troportoot andoe•



















THOUSANDS OFOTHER ITEMS NOT MENTIONED SUCH AS










. . . by the popular "Campus" N
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CHRISTMAS CARD SENDING HAS SPREAD
10 UNIVERSAL CUSTOM IN UNITED STATES •
When William Maw Egley, the tion's survey shows that to 
meet
engraver's apprentice, created the , the growing demand for Christ-
first Christmas card in a London
garret in 1842, he had no inkling
that just a little over 100 years
later one and a. half billion
Christmas cards. would be ex-
changed in the United States
alone.
This means that nearly 50 mil-
lion Christmas cards will be mail-
ed every day in the period be-
tween Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas Eve 1950. Strangely enough,
the Christmas card ideas was not
very well received when it was
introduced to the English people
back in 1842. In fact, the tradi-
tional exchange of holiday greet-
ings did not become popular at
all until the 1260's and it was not
until 1875 that the first .Amtri-
can Christmas Cards were offer-
ed to the public by Louis Prang,
the lithographer, craftsman of
Roxbury, Mass.
Since 1875, the sending of
Christmas cards has become a
vital part of the annual Christ-
mas celebration to a point where
over 25,000 different designs
were created this year to meet
the demand for Christmas Cards
of every description.
Recently, the National Associ-
ation of Greeting Card Publish-
ers made a survey of representa-
tive Christmas card lines for
1950 and. came up pith some in-
teresting conclusions.
First, they found that the tra-
ditional Christmas symbols- are
far and away the most popular.
For instance, the five leading de-
sign motifs, holly and poinsettia,
winter scenes, bold merry Christ-
mas titles, Christmas candle
illustrations and Santa Claus
himself, clearly show that when
remembering friends and loved
ones Mr and Mrs. America have
a decided preference for the
Christmas symbols which carr,..,
their greetings in a simple direct
manner.
Second the survey revealed a
tremendous upsurge in the popu-
larity of truly reverent Christ-
mas cards. Historically Christ-
mas cards, •carrying scenes re-
flecting the true spirit- 6f --the
Holy Season were not .introduced
until many years after the first
Christmas card was created. And
for a long time, the so-called re-
ligious Christmas greetings were
used by a very limited number. of
people. In recent years, however,
paralleling the general upsurge
in religious activity, the Associa-
ath tu i
In your home, at




mas cards portraying the Biblical
narrative of the first Christmas,
nearly 300 million religious
Christmas, greetings have been
produced for the coming holiday
season.
The third result from the sur-
vey was the evidence of an en-
tirely new trend .in what might
be termed novelty and whimsical
Christmas cards. The Christmas
card designers have vied with one
another to come up with Christ-
mas card creations that some-
times border on the. fantastic.
Such new ideas as cards with
sound effects, movable gadgets
and special construction to per-
mit hanging on Christmas trees
bring a refreshing new note to
the 1950 Christmas card picture.
A fourth highlight of the sur-
vey showed that folks who wish
to select just the right card for
friends or relatiles will have a
much greater choice this year. It
used to __be that "special title_
classification was limited to
members of the family such as
mother, sister, father and so on
but now demand from Christmas
card enders has widened the
variety of special purpose cards
to rkiclude "Merry Christmas to
the Boss," to the milkman, to
your doctor, to the postman and
even to mother-in-law. Her card
reads: "Merry Christmas to the
Mother of the one I Love the
Best."
FBI NEEDS WORKERS
The Federal Bureau of Investi-
tion is very much in need of cleri-
cal help in the Washington, D. C.,
headquarters.
Starting salary in the jobs op-
en is $2450 per annum on a 40-
hour week. However, as all FBI
help is on a 48-hour week at pre-
sent time the actual pay runs to
$3186.30 per annum.
Clerical applicants, to serve as
fingerprint . employees. typists,
stenographers, and file clerks
must be citizens of the United
States and must at least be high
school graduates. Good physical
health and vision are essential.
Applications are open both to
men and women but it is the lat-
ter class the FBI is especially
appealing to. '
Sheriff Davie To Collect
Taxes Here this Weekend
J. T. (Turney) Davie announ-
ced today that he will be in Ful-
ton this week-end, Friday and
Saturday, Dec. 15 and 16, for the
purpose of ollecting county and
school taxes. The sheriff said that
this will be his last visit in.Ful-
ton to collect taxes before the
penalty is imposed on January 1,
1951.
Sheriff Davie will be at the
city hall both days between the
hours of nine o'clock in the
morning and three o'clock in the
afternoon. After this week-end
taxes may be paid at the court-
house in Hickman.
For friends at home ... a whiskey that
marks you a thoughtful Holiday host!
For friends away a perfect remem-
brance as hearty as your Holiday wish!









goolleelly Straight Rourbon Will A • y • I Y0,1(1 OW • 91 Proof
teurization, sour milk is a scarce
item.
Banana bread made without




2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup mashed bananas (2 to 3)
131 cups sifted flour
U., teaspoons baking powder
1 2 teaspoon soda
I!_r teaspoon salt
Cream shortening, add sugar
gradually. Stir
in eggs. Measure
and sift dry in-
gredients togeth-





into greased loaf pan (9x4x3)
and bake in moderate oven (350°
F.) about one hour.
Yield: 20 to 24 slices cut Ve
inch thick.
Flavorful banana bread is never
passed up and always rates a
second or even third helping.
Serve It With Tea
Many a Britisher tells us that
we don't make good tea. Still,









each cup into the teapot which
has been rinsed with hot water.
Take the warm pot to the range
and pour rapidly boiling water
into the pot. Cover quickly and
allow the tea to steep for five
minutes.
Serve immediately with slices
of banana bread. For extra flavor,
make banana • bread and butter
sandwiches.
Faithfully
IMMO FOOD 101.1M001iON. aNCINNATI, Om*
. E. E. HARRIS
Funeral services for E. E.
Harr:s, 70, who died Tuesday
morning, December 5th, at the
home of his sister, in Hollan-
dale, Miss., were held Wednesday I
afternoon at two o'clock at Hol-1
landale. -
Mr. Harris has quite a few
friends in Fulton, having visited :
his brother, R. L. (Bob) Harris '
here several times.
greeting cards, "First-class mail
receives preferred handling,
transportation, and delivery —
and that means a lot at the peak
of the Christmas rush. The ex-
tra penny makes sure that your
Christmas greetings will arrife
several days, and perhaps even a
week, before slower third class
mail."
In addition, cards with a three-
cent stamp will be forwarded if








GIVES YOU SO MUCH
 POSTMASTER CARTER SEES MAD RUSH
Fe#6,,,„t,:,(3, OF CHRISTMAS MAILING; ASKS HELP
you if the a
WI y Jean AllenN........ ,
..., •..,, amount of 
Christrnas mailing a-
BANANA BREAD FOR TEA 
head and he realizes that action
should be forthcoming immedi-
ately. "It is later than you think,"
A good recipe for banana brew is his opinion when asked about
is hard to find in spite of its pop
milk and in these days of nas , 
the deadline for getting Christ-ularity. Most recipes call for sou: mas mail through in first class
•-• shape and on time.
The task can be accomplished
he says, if the people will re-
pond to his appeal and get their
part of the work out of the way.
Here is the kind of cooperation
•
that would please him and the en-
tire force at the post office:
Get Christmas supply of stamps
early. •
rg—Pinostmasteh Jack Carter is be- turned tcning to worry. He sees the big incorrect.
- The Postmaster saicel,,Ehrin
greetings carrying two-cent
stamp go at third-class or adver-
tising, circular rate—and receive
circular treatment. ,Postal_regu-
lar circular treatment Postal reg-
ulations specify that only one at-
tempt be made to deliver third-
class mail. If the address is
wrong, off goes your cheery holi-
day greetings that are destroyed
at destination.
If two-cent stamps are used, ,
however, the flap should be tuck-
ed in but the envelopt cannot be
scaled. The sender is not permit-
Mail cards and packages as 
'
ted to write a holiday message
his friend on the card, either - -
soon as possible
Address plainly and correctly 
just sign his name.
put on each piece of mail a return, A special rule requires mini-
address. mum postage of three cents on
packages securely . . • • lenvelopes smaller' than 2 3-4 by 4
I 
and inches, or larger than 9x12 inch-
Co-operate wholeheartedly with , cs, whether scaled or unsealed.
the mcst harassed man of the sea- Be sure to write your return
son—the postman. address on the envelope, the
The Postmaster asks that cards postmaster urge..1. The practice is
be tied in bundles, with addresses approved by the 'highest authori-
all faced one way and stamps in ties on etiquette, he said, be-
the same corner, cause it helps friends keep their
And he also recommends three-i-d address books up to date and as-
cent stamps on your holida. sures the return of greetings





Each Monday in County
Justin Attebery, circuit court
clerk announced today that be-
ginning in January the State
Highway Patrolman will spend a
Moses ore red
Phlox are vermilion
Our milk will win yew
&Ostia a billion.
full day in the county for the pur-
pose of issuing drivers' permits. I
The new schedule is for the pa-
trolman to be in Hickman each
Monday morning and in Fulton
each Monday afternoon. He will '
be stationed at the courthouse in
Hickman and the city hall in
Fulton.
Heretofore the patrolman has











It's easy end economical
to mak, old floors look new
with Florhid• Floor Enamel
—the •lastic floor finish—
made to withstand pound.
log, scuffling feet—for In.







Come in tor'oy for FREE booklet, "Coley Dynamics for Your Horns"
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers








Let us dry clean your clothes! Our
modern equipment, skilled personnel,
purest cleaning solvents insure new-
looking, spotless cleaning" for your
every garment! Every garment is In:.




Eleven Years Ahead Automatk Driving!
tirdn•-• Wade 0.4.• optionol or more mar dm ell =odds.
rely prond—eoustaatly Improved. —Hydra•Matle still leads the wayl
Back in 1939, Oldsmobile pioneered Hydra.Matic -thefirss
fully automatic transmission! And ever since then—even
during the war—advancement after advancement has been
built into Ilydra-Matic Drive'. Today, when you icy a
Hydra-Matic Oldsmobile, you buy the most popular of all
fully automatic transmissions, a perfect partner for "Rocket"
Enginepower! So invest in 11 years of engineering leadersliip—
"Rocket ahead with OLDSMOBILE IIIDR.1411ATICI"
SEE YOUR MEANIE? OLDSMOBILE DIALIlt
A COMAE RIOTOR3 VAIN




















































tral Railroad, have held a series , preparing cows for milking.. I be an incentive to any producer area stated that the clipping Ofof dairy cattle clipping demon-1 According to 0. L. Upchurchstrations with the able assistance head fieldman for the Pet Milk 
to keep the long hair clipped dairy cattle is a step in the right
of Edward Warner, Livestock Company, sediment in milk costs 
from their dairy cows. Cows direction to better dairying. With
specialist for the Sunbeam Cor- the dairymen of the Purchase a I 
should be kept free from long artificial program and other im-
proved practices it should greatlyporation and Robert Wells, repre- tremendous sum annually. Clip- !hair the year round. The eli?ping improve this standing as a dairysentative of Sunbeam, ping ijone is not the answer to area includes the rear quarter section on thg milk map. -
were 
The clipping demonstrations all our production problems, but from the hock to the pen bones,
if practiced along with the cur- from the milk wells up the sideheld in various sections Of
rent recommended procedures, to the thurl and a strip up thethe Purchase District in order there would be very little milk back of the cow. The udder, bellythat as many dairymen as possi-
returned with 3 and 4 sedimentble could have the privilege of j pads (dirty milk)," he said.seeing the clipping done and to
Mr. Warner, of the Sunbeamtake part in some of the work.
Corporation pointed out that un-
The demonstrations were held
no the following farms: C. R.
Malone, Dublin road; W. E. Hall,
North of Folsomdale; Harold
Hayden, North of Kirby; James
Murphy, East of Kevil; Cecil
Alderdice, Lynnville Highway,
and tail are very important
areas to be clipped and kept tree
of hair. No effects have been
The clipping of dairy cattle has der actual tests, cupping alone re- 
encountered with this method of
been long recognized in the dairy dueed the number of 3 and 4 sedi- 
elipipng due to cold weather.
FULTON ROUTE ONE
regions of the United States as a ment pads 50%. In the tests War-primary factor in producing qual- The Illinois Central Railroad Sue Clarknor stated that clipping was the has always been interested in
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark
ity, wholesome milk,
were dinner guests of Mr. andsons for clipping dairy cattle  !fourteen ounce boy, Terry Lynn,
Here are some important rea-
Mrs. (:). G. dlark and family oat-whether the milk is used at home born December 4 at Haws Hos- urday night.•' pital. - Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
or sold: clipping reduces sedim
0 G. Clark and family were: Mr
ment, lowers bacteria count, TOPICS Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Winston of
Have the floors in your
borne that dingy look? Re.
•urtace and refinish them.
You can easily rnak• them
look Ilk* new. Do thi tob
yourself. We can rent you
th•sanding•ouipment and
supply th• materials you
seed. Ask us how to do it.
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Phone 35
I land Mrs. Junior Cruce and son.Duekedom are the parents of a Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark and  seven pound, four ounce son born Miss Evonne Weaver of WaterThe total resident death rate December 6 at the Jones Hospit- ' Valley.for Kentucky for 1949 was 9.5 per al. . .! . _- Thursday afternoon guests of1.000 populat!on—a decrease from Mr.' and Mrs. 0. G. rlark were:10.0 per 1,090 for 1948—according ' Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Vowel' Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell.to the recently released Yital ;announce the birth of a seven Mr. and Mrs. Morris GardnerStatistics Report of the Kenutcky I Pound, Lfteen ounce boy born visited Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilker-State Department of Health. Detembbr 6 at the Fulton Hospit- , son and grandchildren, Jimmy, 1Statistics further show that al. Gerald and Aline Wilkerson.h2ort disease, cancer and cere-
hr-1 hemorrhage — the topsau'ses —
PUBLIC HEALTH
of death in the state—were re-
sponsible for 505 of all deaths
in 1949. Next in order as leading
Causq were accidents, nephritic,
pneuinonia and tuberculosis.
These first seven were the same
and remained unchanged in rank
as in the 1948 report. Each of
"! these will be dealt with separat-
ely in succeeding columns.
A total of 75,000 live births
I were recorded—a decrease both
in number and rate. Of these,
162% occurred in hospitals, con-tinuing the steady increase in
percentage .of hospital deliveries
which has been noted in recent
years. There was a slight de-
•ErdaMdaatairtanl!':--- creaseain the number of still-
births occurring in the state as I
well as in the infant death rate..
However, the latter still remain-
iii 
I
favorably low in comparison






church and Main Streets
with rates prior to 1946.
Detth rates from communicable
diseases which showed a favor5!
able deel'ne included tubercul-
osis, syphilis, influenza, measles,
' diptheria and encephalitis. On
! the opposite side of the ledger,
deaths from dysentery, whooping
, cough, meningitis was roughly
five times greater than the rate
for the previous year. These com-
municable diseirses which have
shown an increase will also be
dealt 'with in the future colunms.
; HELLO WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Stephens
, are the parents of an eight pound
fur ounce boy born December 3
'at Jones Hospital.
I Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hopper
tare the parents of a six pound,
s 018
ROYAL FERN





Eau de Cologne. $5.00
plus tax.
HOUBIGANT
Three ways to his heart . . .
each kit is of handsome vinylite
with • crown design.
After Shoving Lotion



















Dodge gives you more load space! You get the
biggest body of any of the three leading 1 -ton
pick-ups. And you get the biggest windshield and
the widest seat. You get more room for payload
and more room for driving comfort. More visi-
bility, too! In every way, you get more truck for
your money.
Dodge gives you all these extra-value features
Cross-type steering—easier handling; you can turn in
a 38-ft. circle.
_Big 96-h.p. Dodge truck engine—"Job-Rated" for
economy and long life —with chrome-plated top piston
ring, extra-capacity cooling system, pressure lubrica-
tion and other outstanding features.
Moistureproof electrical system—more dependable
bad-weather starting.
Cyclebond brake linings—smoother, safer braking
fiction, longer lining life.
Independent parking broke—operates on the propeller
shaft for greater safety.
Clipping of Dairy Cattle Important to Production
Friday, Dec. 15, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 7
The Pet Milk Company field- avoids contamination, helps con- ! only change of procedure used helping the dairymen do a better and L. C. Crittendon, Mayfield.
men and James L. Pryor, Agriculs, trol lice, makes it easy to keep to secure the 50% reduction of ! job' of producing milk. Pryor, Anyone who would like infor-
total Agent for the Illinois Cen- the cows clean and saves time in dirty sediment pads. This should their Agricultural Agent in. this ! mation on cupping or•future dem-
•
onstrations can contact the Pet
Milk Company Fieldmen, May-
field or J. L. Pryor, Agricultural
Agent, I. C. R. R., Mayfield. This
includes veterans , classes, voca-
tional agriculture classes, 4-H
groups and any other farmer
groups.
I _ FHA LOANS
—See—
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
TELEPHONE 7
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Quality Printing, good service: Call 470
[Sawyers Market 1
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
'N\ PHONE
Prompt service!
Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door... in all kinds of weath-





Yes, indeed, you can still get a big Dodge
"Job-Rated" -ton pick-up on mighty
easy terms. With a small down payment
you can get a dependable Dodge pick-up,
"Job-Rated" for years of economical
service on your job. Come in and let us
show you how easy it is to own this
low-priced pick-up!
EQUALLY EASY TERMS AVAILABLE on all Dodge
Rated" Trucks—from 3 2-ton to 4 tons capacity.
Only 0000E offers you 
FLUID Ditive
—an exclusive feature avallo§le on 011 1/2-,




ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY • 209 FOURTH STREET





Mrs. T. J. Smith entertained
the members of Circle No. 5 of
the First Baptist Church and one
visitor, Noel Jaco at her home
Monday.
A delicious lunch was served







This streamlined, low-slung G-E
beauty delivers performance right
up there with sets costing many
dollars more! Dial light for easy
reading ... polished brass pointer
for easy, exact tuning. Rich rose-
wood plastic case. Model 123.
in everything
but price! bers  
No midget model—over 12'
wide, oyer 8" high! G-E Dyna-
power speaker. Easy-to-read
dial. Rich rosewood plastic
cabinet. Model 135.
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Lake Street Phone 1 Fulton, Ky.
ELECTRIC
with prayer by Mrs. Fred Bondu-
rant. Mrs. Ben Gholscrn presided
over a short business session.
Mrs. Bondurant, program lead-
er, gave the devotional from Luke
2. Mrs. Gholson and Mrs. Jeff-
ress gave Christmases stories that
were very interesting.





Mrs. Shelton Hart was hostess
to Circle No. 3 of the First Bap-
tist Church Monday afternoon at
her home on Eddings Street.
Mrs. T. L. Maupin opened the
meeting with prayer. Mrs. John
Dawes, chairman, presided over
the business session.
Gifts wrapped in white were
brought to be given at the White
Christmas program at the church
December 20.
Mrs. Dawes gave the devotional
from Luke 2: 8-20. Mrs. Carl
Hastings told a Christmas story
and Mrs. I. V. Brady dismissed
the meeting with prayer.
_During the social hour refresh-




Mrs. Ira Cloys was honored
with a lovely pink and blue show-
er Tuesday afternoon at the One
and All Club by Mrs. Barney
Speight. Mrs. Joe Johnson and
Mrs. Robert Batts.
Mrs. Eugene Bard and Mrs.
Arthur Say were winners of the
contests played during the after-
noon._ Mrs. Cloys received many
lovely gifts.
Late in the afternoon a dessert
plate and coffee were served to
the guests.
The guest list included: Mes-
dames John Farabough, George
Batts, William Smith, John Kille-
brew, Ben Kimberlin, John D.
Burrow, Arthur Seay, Ernest
Cardwell, Sam Reed, Bobby
Gunter, J. D. Simpson, Hugh
Rushton, Lewis Bardwell, Jim
Cardwell, Sam Reed. Bobby
Mays, Arch Cardwell, . Theodore
Kramer, Jr., Tubb Yates, Tom
Brann.
Also, Thomas Bruce, Burnette















tioll.1•Tra'S, and we 
cordially 
invite your 
inspection • • •
'We are 
here 


























































Guaranteed 7-jewel Ladies or Gents
WRIST WATCHES (Fed. Excise tax incl.): $19.50
Gulbransen Pianos
We are proud to display these beautifully-
styled pianos to all music lovers. Gulbransen
designers have been making fine pianos for over
50 years.
We cordially invite you to see the Gulb-
ransen spinets now on display in our shewrooni.
Homer's
JEWELRY AND PIANOS




For Ambulance Service Day or Night
Phone 88 -ic--4K Phone
Contract Funeral home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
%%ill he ill ( t Hall in
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DEC. 1 5-1 6
From 9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p!' m.
For the purpose of collecting 1950 State County and School
Taxes. Last visit before penalty is imposed on January 1,
1951.
ers, Joe Bowers, James McDade,
J. S. Rose, Jack Foster, Cleatus
Wilbanks, Glenn Bard, Doran
Colley, J. T. Burrow, Sam Steele,
Joe Mac Reed, Bessie May Gould-
er, Herbert Goulsler, Curt Muz-
zall, King Rose, Truman Satter-
field, Weldon King and Serail.
Also, Tom Winsett, 0. I. Win-
stead, J. E. McNatt, Hontas
Moore, Walter Henderson, Gip
McDade, Silas , Bruce, Horace
Reams, A. T. Conley. John T.
Price, Winna Carptnter, Eugene
Bard, L. D. Brooks, Miss Sara





The Uneedus Group of the
First Methodist Church had its
Christmas party and pot luck
supper at the church Monday
evening.
A delicious supper was served
buffet style.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., en-
tertained the group with the
story, "How Come Christmas"
by Roak Bradford. Mrs. James
Carter gave a piano selection
wbich was enjoyed by all. Games
and contests were enjoyed and a
going-away present was given
to Mrs. Howard Edwards, who is
moving to Chicago soon.
Thirty members and two visit-
ors, Mrs. James Carter and Mrs
Janis Zeltins were presort.
Hostesses for the evening were:
Miss Kathrny Williamson, Mrs.





The Woman's Club was the
acene for a lovely luncheon and
Christmas party Monday for
Group A of the First Methodist
WSCS. Hostesses were: Mesdam-
es Hoyt Moore, Howard Edwards
and Jack Allen.
The club was beautifully dec-
orated and a Christmas tree stood
before the mantel. Lights and
Greenery fel med the decorations
for the ,mantel.
Following the luncheon th,
meeting opened with prayer by
Mrs. R. M. Herrin and Mrs. Ernest




Creomulsion relieves promptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please jou
or money refunded. Crcomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.
CREOMULSION
relieves Coughs. Chest Colds, Mute Bronchi*
more and .more thoughtful people
are making this a practical Xmas
The real spirit of Christmas is not based on exchanging expensive
gadgets of little or no actual use. Rather, it is based on the honest
value of the simple gifts we all like to exchange with friends, rela-
tives, neighbors. So, this Christmas why not follow the trend already
started by other sensible, practical people ... by keeping AT LEAST
PART of your gifts on the PRACTICAL SIDE of giving.
For example, Happy Jack dungarees for men and boys, and
Happy Jill dungarees for women and girls represent sensible gift
giving at its best ... because these fine garments just can't be beat
for comfort, fit, long wear, and value.
Happy Jack and Happy Jill dungarees are made for those
who appreciate fine quality clothes for work and play. You can
get Happy Jack and Happy Jill dungcsrees at tht local stores
listed here.
J. T. DAVIE,























C. . Hornsby & Son
len Gray & Son
Johr C. McClellan







Geo. W. & Lelia Newton
Shaw Co.
Listen to "Andy and Judy- over WLAC, 6:00 A M Mon thru Sat. 1.310 on your dial
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